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STABLE LO W-NOISE TUNNEL-DIODE 

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS* 

BY 

F. STERZER AND A. PRESSER 

RCA Electron Tube Division 
Princeton N. J. 

Summary—Experimental UHF and microwave tunnel-diode frequency 
converters that are stable with input VSW R's exceeding 10:1 are described. 
Conversion losses (-0 decibels) and noise figures (2.5 to 3 decibels) of 
these converters are lower than can be obtained with conventional crystal-
diode converters. The Fourier coefficients of the conductance and of the 
equivalent shot-noise currents of a germanium tunnel-diode converter are 
given for a wide range of bias voltages and local-oscillator amplitudes; 
thus conversion gain and noise figure can be calculated by use of the 
classical theory of nonlinear-conductance frequency converters. 

INTRODUCTION 

P
RACTICALLY all existing low-noise UHF and microwave re-
ceivers make use of the heterodyne principle, i.e., the frequency 
of the received signal is shifted before high amplification takes 

place. For frequencies above a few hundred megacycles, crystal diodes 
an almost universally used in the frequency converters of such re-
ceivers. However, the best UHF crystal converters have conversion 
losses of 3 to 4 decibels and noise figures of 4 to 5 decibels; at micro-
wave frequencies, both conversion losses and noise figures are some-
what higher. Until the recent advent of very-low-noise preamplifiers 
such as masers, parametric amplifiers, and traveling-wave tubes, crys-
tal frequency converters were generally placed directly at the input 
of the receiver. Now a low-noise preamplifier is placed ahead of the 
crystal if very low receiver noise figures are desired. 
There is little likelihood that the noise figure of crystal mixers can 

be significantly improved by further research. Crystal diodes, which 
are passive devices, must have some conversion loss, and their noise 
figure must always equal or exceed this loss. Recently, however, 
microwave diodes with a negative-resistance region (tunnel diodes) 
have become available. These diodes, whose unique properties depend 
on quantum mechanical tunneling, exhibit active properties even at 
millimeter-wave frequencies.' 

Manuscript received 26 January 1962. 
C. A. Burrus, "Millimeter Wave Esaki Diode Oscillator," Proc. I.R.E., 

Vol. 48, p. 2024, December 1960. 

3 
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Although crystal-diode converters must have conversion loss, tunnel-
diode converters can have arbitrarily large conversion gain. K. K. N. 
Chang and his co-workers at RCA Laboratories were apparently the 

first to recognize this fact and demonstrate it.' They also derived 

expressions for the gain and noise figure of tunnel-diode converters. 

This paper* differs in two important respects from the pioneering 

work of Chang et al. First, in Chang's theory the current—voltage 

characteristic of the tunnel diode was approximated by a second-degree 
power series. This particular approximation yields valid results for 
gain and noise figure when the diode is biased near its peak current, 
and when the local-oscillator amplitude is limited to a few millivolts. 

For bias points near the valley of the diode or for large local-oscillator 
swings, however, the second-order approximation is inadequate. In 
this paper, the current—voltage characteristic of the diode and its shot 
noise current—voltage characteristic are approximated by tenth-degree 
power series, and a theory is developed for a wide range of bias points 

and for local-oscillator amplitudes up to a few hundred millivolts. 

In addition, Chang's high-gain converters were sensitive to varia-
tions in input impedance. This paper, on the other hand, describes 

low-gain tunnel-diode frequency converters that are exceptionally 
stable with variations in input impedance. These stable converters 
have lower conversion loss, lower noise figures, larger dynamic range, 
and greater resistance to burn-out than crystal-diode converters; their 
use could eliminate the need for preamplifiers in many applications. 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF TUNNEL-DIODE FREQUENCY CONVERTER 

Because of the great practical importance of heterodyne reception, 
much effort has been devoted in the past to the theory of mixing in 
nonlinear-conductance devices.3-2  Most of this theory dates back to 
the 1930's and 1940's; it is, therefore, almost exclusively concerned 

2K. K. N. Chang, G. H. Heilmeier and H. J. Prager, "Low-Noise 
Tunnel-Diode Down Converter Having Conversion Gain," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 
48, p. 854, May 1960. 

s Most of the material contained in this paper was first presented by 
the authors at the Western Electronic Show and Convention, San Fran-
cisco, August, 1961. See also F. Sterzer and A. Presser, "Stable Low-Noise 
Tunnel-Diode Frequency Converter," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 49, p. 1318, August 
1961 and p. 1572, October 1961. 

3 M. J. O. Strutt, "Diode Frequency Changers," Wireless Eng., Vol. 13, 
p. 73, 1936. 

4 E. Peterson and L. W. Hussey, "Equivalent Modulator Circuits," 
Bell Slot. Tech. Jour., Vol. 18, p. 32, January 1939. 

5 E. W. Herold, "Frequency Mixing in Diodes," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 31, 
p. 575, October 1943. 
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with passive mixers. However, much of the early theory is directly 
applicable to tunnel-diode frequency converters. For example, Figure 
1 shows an equivalent linear circuit, dating back to at least 1939, 
which is useful for calculating the gain of tunnel-diode mixers.4 
In a frequency converter, an input signal of frequency f, and a 

local-oscillator signal of frequency fo are impressed across a nonlinear 
device. In general, a complete set of sideband frequencies is produced, 
i.e., all frequencies f„,,„ =mf„-Fnfo (m and n take on all integral 
values) are present. However, in most practical nonlinear-conductance 

Fig. 1—Equivalent linear three-port frequency-translation network for 
tunnel-diode frequency converter. 

converters, significant power flow takes place only at the input-signal 
frequency f„ the oscillator-frequency fo, the intermediate frequency 

fi (= I f, —fol), and the image frequency fk (= 12f0— f81). In this 
case, the nonlinear-conductance converter can be represented by the 
linear three-port frequency-translation network shown in Figure 1, pro-
vided that the amplitude of the sinusoidal local-oscillator voltage across 

the nonlinear resistor is much greater than the sum of the amplitudes 
of the voltages at signal, intermediate, and image frequencies.« 

In Figure 1, Y, is the total admittance at the signal frequency 
connected across the nonlinear conductance; similarly, Yk and Y, are, 
respectively, the total image- and intermediate-frequency admittances. 
The quantity go is the average value of the nonlinear conductance 
driven by the sinusoidal local oscillator, ga is the fundamental con-
version conductance, and g0, is the second-harmonic conversion con-
ductance.' 

6E. W. Herold, R. R. Bush and W. R. Ferris, "Conversion Loss of 
Diode Mixers Having Image Frequency Impedance," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 33, 
p. 603, September 1945. 

TH. C. Torrey and C. A. Whitmer, Crystal Rectifiers, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1948. 

8 R. V. Pound, Microwave Mixers, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1948. 

' The equivalent circuit of Figure 1 can also be used to calculate the 
gain of a converter where the signal mixes with the nth harmonic of the 
local oscillator (f. = I2nfo — bI). In this case, go1 and go2 must be replaced 
by g„,. and g., respectively. 
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CONVERSION CONDUCTANCES OF GERMANIUM TUNNEL DIODES 

The quantities go, ‘41, and gc2 were evaluated for a typical ger-
manium tunnel diode by use of the following tenth-degree power 

series: 

10 

I= E any-.  (1) 
n—o 

The approximate current—voltage characteristic of the diode calculated 
from this equation, together with the measured characteristics of a 

30-IA p 
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Fig. 2—Normalized current ///, of germanium tunnel diode as a function 
of voltage. Both measured values and values calculated from Equation (1) 

are shown. 

germanium tunnel diode, is shown in Figure 2. These curves indicate 
that the power series approximates the measured characteristic for 
bias voltages from —0.2 to +0.6 volt. 

The dynamic conductance g of the diode is then given by 

dI  10 

g =  =  E nan y.-1. 
dV  n=- 1 

(2) 

When the d-e bias voltage, VB, and the local-oscillator voltage, 
Vo cos wot, are substituted in Equation (2), the following equation for 

g is obtained: 
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10 

g = E na„(VB -I- V 0 cos wot) n-1  (3) 

= go ± 2g01 cos (oot -I- 2g02 cos 2wot -F.... 

Figure 3 shows curves of go, gm, and ge2 as functions of Vo for several 
values of VB, as evaluated from Equation (3)." 

The equivalent circuit of Figure 1 and the conductance curves of 
Figure 3 can also be used to calculate the gain of self-oscillating or 
autodyne converters,9 provided the self oscillations are nearly sinu-
soidal. In this case Vo must be replaced by the amplitude of the self 
oscillations. 

In practical positive nonlinear-conductance mixers, the following 
inequalities must always be satisfied :6 

go> 0, go> Igm i, go> igal.  (4) 

However, these restrictions do not apply to tunnel-diode converters 

because, as shown in Figure 2, tunnel diodes exhibit a negative con-
ductance over part of their current—voltage characteristic. For exam-
ple, all three inequalities are reversed in Figure 3(b) for a local-
oscillator amplitude of 0.07 volt. 

CONVERSION GAIN OF TUN NEL- DIODE FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 

Expressions for the conversion gain' (i.e., the ratio of i-f output 

power to the available signal power) can be derived from the equivalent 
circuit shown in Figure 1. If, for simplicity, it is assumed that Y., 
Ylo and Y4 are pure conductances equal to the internal conductance of 
the generator g,„ the image conductance gk, and the load conductance 
gi, respectively, then the conversion gain K can be expressed as follows: 

4gigi,M2 
K=  , 

(fig+ go.) 2 

where 

(5) 

" An experimental method for obtaining the fundamental and the har-
monic conversion conductances of a tunnel diode is described by B. Christen-
sen, "Measurement of Tunnel-Diode Conductance Parameters," Proc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 49, p. 1581, October 1961. 

9 F. Sterzer, A. Presser and A. H. Solomon, "Microwave Tunnel Diode 
Autodyne Receiver," Digest of Technical Papers, International Solid State 
Circuits Conference, Philadelphia, Pa., February 1961. 
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M = 
(go+ g1)(go+ 0 - 9012 

ga(go+ g1—g02) 

and where gin, the input conductance, is given by 

gc12 (2g02 - 2 go — gk) —  (go+ gi) (9022—  go2 — gogk) 

(go -I- g1)(go+ gi) — (12 

Passive converters must have conversion loss, as can be shown by 
inserting inequality (4) into Equation (5). Tunnel-diode converters, 
on the other hand, may have conversion gain when any one of the 
inequalities (4) is reversed. This conversion gain can be made arbi-
trarily large, and will approach infinity as —gin approaches g‘,. 

There are three special cases of particular interest: 

1. short-circuited image impedance (g1= 00), 

2. open-circuited image impedance (g1= 0), 

3. image impedance equal to generator impedance ([4= gd. 

For these special cases Equation (5) takes the following forms: 

K — 

(902 + gogi — g012) 2 (g,+ gtn) 2 

g612 (2g02  2g0)  (go + gt) (gc22 g02) 

gin= 

K = 
(go  + gi) 2 (gg gm ) 2 

gc12 g0 (g0  gi) 

4gigggc12 

gin = 

(go + gi) 

4gigi,gc12 (go — g 02) 2 

g = CO 

K= 4gggi[ 

gin — 

go2+gogi—g012 

gcl 

(go+ gi)(gc2+ go+ g,)-2g012 i2 

g1=0 

g612(2g02-2go — go) — (go+ g) (g022 — go2 — gogg) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

g1 = ge, 

(go+ g,)(go+ gi)—g012 

Equations (5) through (8), when used in conjunction with Figure 
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3, permit direct numerical evaluation of conversion gain, provided that 
the reactive components of Ys, Yk, and Y, can be neglected. Figure 4 
shows two curves of conversion gain as a function of local-oscillator 
voltage calculated from Equation (8) and Figure 3(a), together with 
several experimental points. For these curves, VB= 0.05 volt, Y, = Yk 
=Y4, and Y,//p is 20 and 10 volt-1 . The maximum calculated conver-
sion gain for Y„//9 = 10 volt-1  is about 4.7 decibels; for Yallp = 20 

volt-1  the minimum conversion loss is about 2 decibels. 

-  COMPUTED 

MEASURED FOR r,I 1p. 20 VOLT" 

o  MEASURED FOR  1p 10 VOLT' 

CO
N
V
E
R
SI
O
N
 
GA
I
N
 
W
O 

-2 

4 

-10 

01  0.2  0.3 
LOCAL-OSCILLATOR AMPLITUDE - VOLTS 

yip. 10 your .' 
o 

Ys/11 • 20 VOLT-' 

Fig. 4—Measured and computed conversion gain as a function of local-
oscillator amplitude for a tunnel-diode frequency converter (Vs= 0.05 volt, 

Y. = Irà =  Y.). 

The experimental points were measured at a signal frequency of 1 
megacycle and an i-f frequency of a few kilocycles. At these low 
frequencies, the parasitic reactances of the diode may be neglected 
and accurate measurements of local oscillator amplitude and conversion 
gain are relatively simple. 
The agreement between measured and calculated values of conver-

sion gain in Figure 4 is fair. For some values of local-oscillator 
amplitude, however, the discrepancy between measured and calculated 
values is about 3 decibels. Similar, and sometimes even larger, dis-
crepancies were observed at other bias points. It appears that most 
of the observed differences were caused by the internal impedance of 
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the local oscillator used in the experiments. The values of the Fourier 
coefficients of g (t) in Figure 3 are calculated for a pure sinusoidal 
local-oscillator voltage across the diode. In most practical applications, 
however, the voltage drop across the internal impedance of the local 

oscillator causes considerable clipping and similar distortion of the 
local-oscillator voltage across the diode. For example, Figure 5 shows 
oscilloscope tracings of local oscillator voltages across a 2-milliampere 
tunnel diode for three values of internal impedance of a sinusoidal 
local oscillator. For an internal impedance of 2 ohms, the voltage 
across the diode is nearly sinusoidal (Figure 5a), but for impedances 
of 50 and 600 ohms, this voltage is strongly nonsinusoidal (Figures 

5b and 5c). 

(b) e) (a) 

Fig. 5—Oscilloscope traces of local oscillator voltages across a 2-ma 
tunnel diode for three values of internal impedance, R,, of a sinusoidal 
local oscillator: Vs = 0 volt, vertical axis = 0.02 volt/large division, 
horizontal axis = 10 µsec/large division. (a) R, = 2 ohms, (b) R, = 50 

ohms, (c) R, = 600 ohms. 

Equation (5) shows that the conversion gain is proportional to 
gd (go -I- gi„)2. Figure 6 shows the calculated conversion gain of two 
converters as a function of input admittance. In general, the higher 
the maximum gain of a converter, the more sensitive is its gain to 
variations in input impedance. 
For a range of bias voltages, the fundamental conversion conduct-

ance, gc1, becomes zero for finite values of local-oscillator voltage (see, 
for example, Figure 3c), and the unusual situation arises where two 
signals of different frequencies interact simultaneously with a non-
linear device, and yet no difference frequency is produced. Figure 7 
shows calculated values of K as a function of local-oscillator amplitude 

for a tunnel-diode converter biased at 0.15 volt. The conversion gain 
drops to zero for a local-oscillator amplitude of about 0.105 volt, i.e., 

at the voltage where gc1 = 0. 
The value of g,,1 is finite for local-oscillator amplitudes higher or 

lower than 0.105 volt, and the conversion gain rises from —co to 
about —17 decibels for a voltage change of only 20 millivolts. This 
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Fig. 6—Computed conversion gain as a function of input admittance for 
two tunnel-diode frequency converters (Yk = co, gi =0.02 mho). The two 
upper curves are for a converter using a 2-ma diode, the lower curve for 

a converter using a 1-ma diode. 
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Fig. 7—Calculated conversion gain as a function of local-oscillator ampli-
tude for tunnel-diode frequency converter (V» = 0.15 volt, g,/l, = 100 

gill, = 10 volt-1). 
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effect, which is readily observed experimentally, might be useful in 
simple r-f amplitude stabilizing circuits. 

BANDWIDTH OF TUNNEL-DIODE FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 

The conversion gain of a nonlinear-conductance frequency converter 
containing no reactances is independent of frequency. Tunnel diodes, 
however, contain parasitic capacitances and inductances, and the gain 
of tunnel diode frequency converters is therefore frequency dependent. 
With available tunnel diodes, the effect of these reactances is usually 
negligible at conventional i-f frequencies (fi.f-- 30 megacycles), but 
must be taken into account at UHF and microwave frequencies. 

V 
1 
i 

L gc, 
F OUTPUT 

T I 

C d  99  

J.L0 
— —- 

1 

vs 

gi 

Fig. 8—Equivalent circuit used in the bandwidth calculations of Figures 
9-11 (Yk = oo, Yd = [it). 

An approximate equivalent a-c circuit for an encapsulated tunnel 
diode consists of three elements connected in series: an inductance 
Ld, a resistance rd, and a voltage-dependent resistance R4 (y) (= 1/g) 
shunted by a voltage-dependent capacitance C4(11). Ld results mainly 
from the inductance of the housing; rd is the resistance of the ohmic 
contact, the base, and the internal leads of the package, and is a func-
tion of frequency due to skin effect. C4 (t') is the junction capacitance,* 
and Rd (v) is the total a-c resistance of the junction, where v is the 
voltage across Rd and Cd. 
The bandwidth of the converter can be calculated in a straight-

forward fashion by incorporating rd, Ld, and Cd into the admittances 
1'9, Yk, and l't of the equivalent circuit of Figure 1, and then using 
this equivalent circuit to calculate gain as a function of frequency. 
We have carried out a number of bandwidth calculations using the 
equivalent circuit of Figure 8. Some results of these computations are 

0 The variations of Cd with voltage may be approximated for voltages 
less than the valley voltage by Cd (V)  .... K(0 — v)-1 12 where K and 0 are 
constants. For germanium, 0 .. 0.6 volt. For a diode driven by a sinusoidal 
local oscillator, the average value of Cs is approximately equal to the 
value of C at the bias point. 
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plotted in normalized form in Figures 9-11. These figures can be used 
to get an estimate of bandwidth for most diodes used in practical 
converters. Figure 9 is a graph of calculated conversion gain as a 
function of I toC4 — 1/coLo //i, for a converter with L= r = O. Curves 
corresponding to three values of ggfip are plotted. Figures 10a, b, and 
c are graphs of correction factors to Figure 9 for several values of 
L and r. In Figure 11, conversion gain is plotted for four values of 

Lo and several values of L and r. 
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Fig. 9—Calculated conversion gain K. as a function of Iked — (1/wL01/I, 
for the circuit of Figure 8 (Yk = co, Yi =g,  9. — g.i2/ (g0-1-- 64)). 

SPURIOUS OSCILLATIONS 

A tunnel diode biased in its negative-resistance region, or driven 
into this region by an applied local oscillator voltage, can generate r-f 

oscillations. In autodyne frequency converters, advantage is taken of 
the self-oscillations of the tunnel diode to supply the local oscillator 
drive. In converters with external local oscillators, however, self-
oscillation must be prevented, since these oscillations cause spurious 
responses and instabilities, and usually increase the noisiness of the 

converter. 
Converter circuits that do not oscillate at any bias voltage when 
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no local oscillator drive is applied are also stable at any bias when 
driven by the local oscillator. This type of converter circuit must use 
'stable' diodes, i.e., diodes for which the following inequality holds :10 

Idd < 3 Rd2Cd.  (9) 

For stable diodes, the limits on the maximum usable peak current, 
/i„ and the minimum time constant RdCd are set by inequality (9), 
while these parameters for unstable diodes are limited only by semi-
conductor fabrication techniques. Consequently, unstable tunnel diodes 
are often useful in high-power or high-frequency converters.t It has 
been found experimentally that spurious oscillations in converters 
using unstable tunnel diodes can be prevented by applying a large  
(V0 > 0.1 volt) local-oscillator elTt7i.  This procedure is most effective 
if the local-oscillator frequency is close to the self-oscillation frequency 
of the converter. 

SHOT NOISE IN TUNNEL DIODES 

The theory of noise in passive nonlinear-conductance frequency 

converters as developed by Struttn also applies to tunnel-diode con-
verters.12-14  This theory requires a knowledge of the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the noise current in the nonlinear conductance. 

At VHF and higher frequencies, the noise current in tunnel diodes 
is essentially pure shot noise." However, the equivalent mean-squared 
shot-noise current I 837 is, for a large range of bias voltage, not pro-
portional to the direct current through the diode; therefore, the co-
efficients used for Equation (1) cannot be used to approximate the 
equivalent shot-noise current. 

10 L. I. Smilen and D. C. Youla, "Stability Criteria for Tunnel Diodes," 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 49, pp. 1206-1207, July, 1961. 

t The power-handling capability of a diode is, in general, proportional 
to 4. Also, the cutoff frequency, i.e., the frequency above which the real 
part of the diode impedance becomes positive, is proportional to (I Re I C4) -1 . 

11 M. J. O. Strutt, "Noise Figure Reduction in Mixer Stages," Proc. 
I.R.E., Vol. 34, p. 942, December 1946. 

12  D. I. Breitzer, "Noise Figure of Tunnel Diode Mixer," Proc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 48, p. 935, May 1960. 

13  D. G. Peterson, "Tunnel-Diode Down Converters," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 
49, p. 1225, July 1961. 

14  C. S. Kim, "Tunnel-Diode Converter Analysis," I.R.E. Trans., Vol. 
ED-8, p. 394, September 1961. 

15  J. J. Tieman, "Shot Noise in Tunnel Diode Amplifiers," Proc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 48, p. 1418, August 1960. 
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Isy can be computed from the actual diode current, I, by use of 
the following approximate equation :12 

qV ) 
1+ exp ( — 

kT 
Isy  Ill   (10) 

qV ) 
1— exp( - - I 

\  

where q is the electronic charge, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is 
the absolute temperature of the diode. Equation 10, using the meas-
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Fig. 12—Normalized mean-square shot-noise current as a function of volt-
age for a germanium tunnel diode. Values computed from Equation (10) 
and Figure 2 and from Equation (11) and measured values are shown. 

ured values of I of Figure 2 and a temperature T of 300°K, is plotted 
in Figure 12, together with points computed from the following 
tenth-degree power series approximation: 

10 

F gAT =  

n...0 

Good agreement is obtained in the range from —0.2 to 0.63 volt be-
tween values calculated from the power series and values calculated 
from Equation (10). Also shown in Figure 12 are several experi-
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mental values of lesN measured at 30 megacycles. Agreement between 
measured and calculated values is good. 

Equation (10) indicates that the equivalent shot-noise current al-
ways exceeds the actual diode current. However, if qV/kT >> 1, 
I  Ill. Thus, a comparison of Figures 2 and 12 shows that I'8N  is 
appreciably larger than I/I in the neighborhood of the origin, but that 
the difference between the two currents decreases to about 5 per cent 
at a bias of ±-0.1 volt. If the diode is cooled below room temperature, 
the difference between /8N  and III is reduced for all values of bias 
voltage and, in the limit as T approaches 0°K, IBB  approaches I/I 
regardless of bias. 

Equation (11) can be rewritten in terms of the d-c bias voltage, 
VB, and the local-oscillator voltage, Vo cos wot, as follows: 

10 
Fey = E P.(17 B + V. cos w0 00, 

o—o 

= lo ± 241 cos wot -F 242 cos 2 (i)0t -F • • • • 

The equivalent shot-noise conductance of the diode GB is given by 

GN =  INN* 
2kT 

(12) 

(13) 

At room temperature (T = 300°K), this conductance is given by 

G' v = 20 l'BN  (14) 

= Go + 2G,1 cos wot 2Ga cos 2 wot -I- • • • • 

Figure 13 shows curves for Go, Ga, and Ga as functions of Vo foi 
several values of V B as evaluated from Equations (12) and (14). 
The Fourier coefficients of  can be written as follows: 

2r 

1 
Gn = —  f  G'N d (coot), 

2r 
o 

2r 

= —  f  GfN cos a wt d (toot) . 
1 

2r 
O 

(15) 
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Because G'N is always positive, it follows that 

Go> 0,  Go> Gco• (16) 

A similar inequality applies, of course, to the Fourier coefficients of 

GN at any temperature. 

NOISE FIGURE OF TUNNEL-DIODE FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 

The noise figure, F, of a nonlinear-conductance converter with 

short-circuited image impedance (Yk = oc) and with real input ad-

mittance can be written as follows:* 

T (Go(go+ ga) 2 2 (go + 99)Gci Go 
F =1 +   ±  ),  (17) 

To gg g,,12 g9g,1 ga 

where T is the ambient temperature and To is the standard reference 

temperature. In the derivation of Equation (17) it has been assumed 

that the noise currents at the signal and intermediate frequencies 
generated by the pumped nonlinear conductance are fully correlated. 

Also, in accordance with the IRE definition," the noise figure is written 
in terms of available noise output power, and does not take into 
account any noise contributions from the i-f load.t 

Because of inequality (16), the noise figure of a tunnel diode 
frequency converter, like the noise figure of a passive converter, must 
always exceed unity. However, the minimum noise figure that can be 
achieved with a tunnel diode converter is lower than the minimum 

noise figure of a passive converter, since the conductances go and gc1 
in a tunnel diode converter are not restricted by inequality (4). 
The calculated noise figure of a tunnel-diode converter (gull, = 20 

volt-1 ), minimized with respect to local-oscillator amplitude at every 
bias point, is shown as a function of bias voltage in Figure 14. Also 
shown are experimental values of noise figure measured on a UHF 
converter (fa= 512 megacycles, fLo = 482 megacycles) with more than 
10 decibels of image rejection. The graph shows fair qualitative agree-
ment between measured and calculated values for bias voltages ex-
ceeding about 0.05 volt. For bias voltages below 0.05 volt, the qualita-
tive agreement is poor; the calculated noise figure increases with 

• For the case 17k /4 oc, see Equation (62) of Reference (14). 

16 I.R.E. Standards on Electron Tubes: Definitions of Terms, 1957, 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 45, p. 1000, July 1957. 

t Breitzeru has derived a noise-figure expression that does take the 
noise contribution from the load into account. 
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decreasing bias voltage, while the measured noise figure decreases. 
The severe discrepancies between the measured and the calculated 

values of Figure 14 may be attributed to a number of causes, as 
follows: 
1. The local oscillator used in the experiments had an appreciable 

internal resistance, and the local-oscillator voltage across the diode was 
therefore not a pure sinusoid. This effect is probably the most im-
portant cause of the observed discrepancy for bias voltages between 

COMPUTED 
MEASURED 

BIAS-VOLTS 

Fig. 14 —Calculated and measured noise figure as a function of bias voltage 
for a tunnel-diode frequency converter (g,/l, = 20 volts-1 , Yk =  co). The 
noise figure is minimized with respect to local-oscillator voltage at every 
bias point. The measurements were taken with a UHF converter (f. = 

512 mc,  = 482 mc). 

0 and 0.05 volt. The impedance of the diode is very low for negative 
voltages, and considerable distortion of the negative cycles of the local-
oscillator voltage occurs at small values of forward bias as shown, for 
example, by the wave shapes in Figure 5. 
2. The noise figure depends to an important extent on the shape 

of the I—V characteristics of the diode.* The calculated values of noise 

• For example, converters using special developmental RCA tunnel 
diodes have minimum noise figures for bias voltages of about 0.4 volt, 
while the optimum bias of the converter of Figure 14 is zero volts. The 
characteristics of the RCA diodes have steeper slopes in the 0.3 to 0.4 volt 
range than the diode of Figure 2. 
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Fig. 15—Simplified equivalent circuit of tunnel-diode frequency converter 
with image rejection. 

figure of Figure 14 are based on the I—V characteristics shown in 

Figure 2. However, the shape of the I—V characteristics of the diode 

used in the experiments differed somewhat from Figure 2, particularly 

for voltages in the valley region. This difference may be responsible 
for most of the observed discrepancy in the 0.2- to 0.4-volt region. 

3. The effect of the parasitic elements of the diode, rd, Ld, and 

Cd, which is probably significant at UHF frequencies, is not taken 

into account by Equation (17). 

EXPERIMENTAL UHF AND MICROWAVE TUNNEL-DIODE CONVERTERS 

Several low-noise UHF tunnel-diode frequency converters have 

been built and tested. Some of these converters were broadband (no 
image rejection), while others had built-in image-rejection filters. The 
intermediate frequency was 30 megacycles in all cases. 
--- Figure 15 shows a simpli grequivalent circuit for a converter with 

image rejection. Except for the d-e bias circuit, which is designed to 
prevent spurious oscillations while the diode swings through the nega-
tive-resistance region, the equivalent circuit is similar to conventional 
passive frequency converters. Figure 16 is a photograph of an actual 

IF OUTPUT 
M an  

allaillin ne e t  l re " 

LO  INPUT  +-

Fig. 16—Photograph of UHF tunnel-diode frequency converter. 
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converter. It can be seen that its size is comparable to that of mini-
aturized passive frequency converters. 
The conversion gain of these converters could be adjusted to any 

convenient value by suitable choice of diode and circuit parameters, 
bias voltage, and local-oscillator drive. As expected, converters with 
conversion gain exceeding a few decibels were extremely sensitive to 
variations in input impedance (see Figure 6). On the other hand, 
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Fig. 17—System noise figure as a function of local oscillator power for a 
balanced converter (noise figure of i-f amplifier = 1.7 db). 

converters with 0 decibels conversion gain, or with conversion loss, 
were in general stable with input VSWR's exceeding 10:1 varied 
through all phases. Furthermore, the lowest system noise figures 
(using an i-f amplifier with a 1.7-decibel noise figure) were obtained 
with converters having conversion losses in the neighborhood of zero 
decibels. 
The system noise figure of a balanced L-band converter is plotted 

in Figure 17 as a function of local oscillator power. It is seen that 
the noise figure varies little for local oscillator power in the range 
from about 2-7 milliwatts. The use of this relatively high pump power 
results in a large dynamic range. Figure 18 shows the conversion loss 
of a typical single-ended converter as a function of input power. The 
curve shows that the conversion loss is increased by 3 decibels at an 

Saturation effects occur only when the signal voltage across the 
diode becomes a significant fraction of the local-oscillator voltage. 
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input of about 0.1 milliwattt The sensitivity of this converter to 
inputs at unwanted frequencies was comparable to that of crystal-
diode converters. For one-per-cent intermodulation distortion, the 
power in the unwanted signal was about —30 dbm. 

Burnout, i.e., detectable deterioration of performance, occurred for 
CW powers of 2 watts, and for pulse energies of 170 ergs. These 
results show that tunnel diodes can handle roughly one order of mag-
nitude more CW power and pulse energy than conventional point con-
tact mixer diodes. 

o 

_ 

ï_____ 
o ePte" 

1:0_11'0 /PI  
r. 

*-1/-so  -ss  -4k)  -35  

INPUT POWER(dbm) 

Fig. 18 —Conversion loss as a function of input power for a UHF tunnel-
diode frequency converter. 

A broadband (g, = gk) converter operating with a local-oscillator 
frequency of 780 megacycles, had a double-sideband (radiometer) 
noise figure of 2.5 decibels and unity conversion gain.  t It is of in-
terest to note that both the minimum radiometer noise figure and the 
minimum conversion loss of a broadband positive-resistance frequency 
converter always exceed 3 decibels. Also, the tunnel diode used in the 
converter had a minimum /oRd value of about 1.2 (4 = direct current 
through diode, Rd = magnitude of negative resistance at bias point). 
The radiometer noise figure of a high-gain amplifier using this diode 
would exceed 3.5 decibels,17 as compared to a noise figure of only 2.9 

Uri some more recent experiments with balanced mixers, 3-db gain 
compression occurred at a signal level of about 1 mw. The bandwidth of 
these converters was 250 megacycles centered at a frequency of 1270 
megacycles. 

t Passive circuit losses in front of the converter, amounting to 0.5 db, 
are not included in the quoted gain and noise figure. These losses were 
due to the local-oscillator input circuit and an i-f rejection filter, and can, 
in principle at least, be eliminated by more careful design. 

17  M. E. Hines and W. W. Andersen, "Noise Performance Theory of 
Esaki (Tunnel) Diode Amplifiers," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 48, p. 789, April 1960. 
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decibels for a high-gain system using the converter together with the 
best commercially available 30-megacycle i-f amplifier (NF = 0.7 
decibel). 
In converters with image rejection, the lowest measured single-

sideband (radar) converter noise figure was 3 decibels. In this case 
the signal frequency was 512 megacycles, and rejection at the image 
frequency (fk = 452 megacycles) was 11 decibels. 

A tunnel-diode frequency converter was tested in the front end of 
a UHF television set and compared with a commercial UHF tuner 
using a point-contact diode converter. In this experiment, the tunnel-

Table I—Measured System Noise Figures Using a 30-Mc IF Amplifier 
With 1.7-db Noise Figure. (The quoted single-sideband noise figures include 

the losses of the image-rejection filters.) 

Local Oscillator  Signal  Double-sideband  Single-sideband 
Frequency  Frequency System Noise Figure  System Noise Figure 
(mc)  (mc)  (db)  (db) 

(image rejection  10 db) 

482  512  5 

780  3.9 

1340  4.3 

1340  1370  5.5 

2000  5.5 

diode converter was followed by an i-f amplifier with a 1.7-decibel 
noise figure, while the commercial tuner used a Nuvistor i-f amplifier 
with a 3-decibel noise figure. The over-all noise figure of the commer-
cial tuner was 10 decibels. The tunnel-diode converter produced about 
4.5 decibels improvement  in sensitivity (see Figure 19 for a com-
parison of picture quality und-ii—• irery weak signal conditions), and 
appeared to be similar to the commercial tuner in all other operating 
characteristics, e.g., intermodulation distortion, linearity at high signal 
levels, and the like. Further experiments are planned in collaboration 
with the current Federal Communications Commission's UHF televi-
sion tests. 
It should be pointed out that the performance characteristics de-

scribed here were obtained in the laboratory with experimental equip-
ment. The use of tunnel-diode converters in a commercial product 
would probably necessitate certain compromises due to cost considera-
tions, and the noise figures would be somewhat higher than those 
given here. 
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Fig. 19 —Photographs of pictures displayed on UHF television picture tube: 
top picture received with point-contact diode frequency converter at input 
of receiver, and bottom picture received with tunnel-diode frequency con-

verter at input of receiver. 
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Table I lists the lowest system noise figures measured to date. 
There is little doubt that significantly lower noise figures and higher 
operating frequencies than those listed in this table can be achieved 
in the near future. Possible methods for achieving these improvements 
include: (1) use of i-f amplifiers with noise figures of less than 1.7 
decibels, (2) use of tunnel diodes with I-V characteristics specially 
tailored for low noise converter applications, (3) use of tunnel diodes 
with cutoff frequencies at X-band or higher, and (4) better use of 
nonsinusoidal pumping. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been demonstrated experimentally that stable UHF and 
microwave tunnel-diode frequency converters can have lower conver-
sion loss, lower noise figures, larger dynamic range, and greater resist-
ance to burn-out than crystal-diode converters. 
The present converter theory covers only the case of sinusoidal 

local oscillator drive. In. practice, however, the local oscillator is fre-
quently strongly nonsinusoidal, and in this case quantitative agree-
ment between theory and experiment is poor. In particular the meas-
ured noise figures are significantly lower than predicted by theory. 
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SILICON JUNCTION NUCLEAR 

PARTICLE DETECTORSt* 

BY 
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Montreal, Canada 

Summary—An encapsulated form of silicon junction nuclear particle 
detector is described, and resolution measurements are given for alpha and 
beta particles. Diode speeds of response, dead layers, and design considera-
tions are discussed along with amplifier considerations. The future develop-
ment of detector forms is briefly reviewed. 

INTRODUCTION 

pr
HE feasibility of detecting ionizing nuclear particles by means 
of reverse-biased p-n junctions has been known for over 10 

years.' However, the fabrication of useful devices has only 
occurred in the past 2 to 3 years, during which time the development 
of high-quality detectors has advanced very rapidly. Several devices 

were reported at the 7th Scintillation Conference, April 1960 ;2 further 

and more-detailed results were presented at the IRE Conference on 
Solid State Counters, held at Gatlinburg in October 1960.3 

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The nuclear particle detector is depicted in Figure 1. The starting 
material is high-resistivity p-type single-crystal silicon, into which is 

diffused a shallow layer of an n-type impurity. When a reverse bias 

is applied to the p-n junction so formed, a wide depletion layer develops. 
An ionizing nuclear particle entering this depletion layer liberates 

• Manuscript received 26 September 1961. 
t The work has been supported in part by the Defence Research Board 

of Canada through the Electronic Component Research and Development 
Committee and by the Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. 

1K. G. McKay, "A. Germanium Counter," Phys. Rev., Vol. 76, p. 1537, 
November 15 (Letters to the Editor), 1949. 

2 Proceedings of the Seventh Scintillation Counter Symposium, Wash-
ington, Feb. 1960, Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, Vol. NS-7, pp. 178-201, June-
September 1960. 

3 Proceedings of the Gatlinburg Conference on Solid State Detectors, 
Oct. 1960, Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, Vol. NS-8, pp. 2-161, January 1961. 
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electrons and holes which are swept clear by the electric field in the 
depletion layer. The energy per electron—hole pair for all types of 

radiation appears to be very close to 3.5 electron volts. A 5.5-Mev 
alpha particle thus produces approximately 1.6 x 106 electron—hole 
pairs. Of those pairs liberated in the surface layer portion of the 
ionized track, many are lost by recombination, resulting in the counter 

having a window, or dead layer. 
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Fig. 1—Schematic diagram of diode operation. 
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DEPLETION-LAYER THICKNESS—LINEARLY DETECTABLE ENERGY 

The most significant equation for the discussion of detector prop-
erties is the equation for the thickness of the diode depletion layer, 

W = [k  (Vd +  V )  1/2 

27rqN. • (1) 

In this expression W is the width of the junction depletion layer, V 
the applied bias voltage, Vd the diffusion voltage (approximately 0.5 
volt), k the dielectric constant, N. the density of uncompensated im-
purities of the semiconductor, and q the electronic charge. Values of 
W (for silicon) as a function of V and N. (or resistivity) can be 
found from the nomograph of Figure 2. 
The depletion layer is the sensitive portion of the diode detector 

and, provided the range of a nuclear particle is shorter than the width 
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Fig. 2—Silicon diode nomograph. Depletion-layer thickness can be deduced 
from detector bias and silicon resistivity. The range of alpha particles, 
protons and electrons is given for silicon.  (This is an extension of the 
nomograph of J. L. Blankenship and C. J. Borkowski, "Silicon Surface 
Barrier Nuclear Particle Detectors," Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, Vol. NS-7, p. 190, 

June-Sept., 1960.) 
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of the depletion layer, the particle is detected with 100 per cent effi-
ciency and in a linear mode. The width of the depletion layer and 
hence the particles that can be detected in this manner can be deduced 
from a knowledge of the silicon resistivity and the applied bias voltage. 
However, as small resistivity changes normally occur during process-
ing, a reliable value of W cannot always be obtained from the value 
of the starting resistivity. A more accurate W can be obtained by 
capacitance measurements, from which the limit of linearly detectable 
energy can be determined quite reliably. 

DETECTOR CONFIGURATION 

Since junction surfaces are usually sensitive to air ambients, it 
has been found necessary to provide some junction protection. How-

CAN SOLDERED TO 

DETECTOR SURFACE -1\ 

CONTACT 

P-TYPE SILICON 

N/LAYER 

GLASS SEAL 

Fig. 3—Encapsulation details of a silicon-junction nuclear-particle detector. 

ever, most of the nuclear particles of interest must pass directly into 
the front surface of the silicon, since most or all of the particle energy 
would be lost passing through a sealing layer or can. A consideration 
of these two points led to the detector form shown in Figure 3. The 
diffused surface of the pellet is bonded to the top side of a transistor 
can, the aperture of the can determining the sensitive area. Devices 
of this form have been made having sensitive areas of 5, 20, 50, 100, 
and 200 square millimeters. 

ALPHA-PARTICLE ENERGY RESOLUTION 

The most spectacular feature of silicon-diode detectors is their 
performance when used for high-resolution spectroscopy. For 5 Mev 
alpha particles, the best room-temperature results for resolution 
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are 15 to 17 key (f.w.h.m.) or 0.3 per cent (Brookhaven,' Oak Ridge,' 
and Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited"). 
A resolution curve obtained from one of our best units is shown 

in Figure 4. The detector was made from 104 ohm-centimeter silicon 
with a 5-square-millimeter aperture in the encapsulating case. The 
detector, which was biased to 75 volts, has partially resolved the two 
alpha lines of americium 241 which are 43 key apart; the resolution 
of the 5.48-Mey line is 20 key. 
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Fig. 4—Resolution measurement of Am-241 alpha particles. The designation 
A-4-90--0.2 indicates that the detector aperture is 5 square millimeters, 
the resistivity of the silicon is 10,000 ohm-cm, the detector is rated at 90 
volts and the diffusion depth is 0.2 micron. The numbers in brackets indi-
cate the bias used in the measurement and the amplifier time constants. 

Figure 5 is the resolution curve obtained from a 2-square-centimeter 
active area unit made from 3000 ohm-centimeter silicon and biased 
to 200 volts. The resolution of 70 key is slightly greater than one 
per cent. 

4 G. L. Miller, Private Communication. 
5 J. L. Blankenship and C. J. Borkowski, "Performance of Silicon 

Surface Barrier Detectors with Charge Sensitive Amplifiers," Trans. I.R.E. 
PGNS, Vol. NS-8, p. 17, January 1961. 

J. M. McKenzie and J. B. S. Waugh, "Silicon Junctions as Particle 
Spectrometers," Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, Vol. NS-7, p. 195, June-September 
1960. 
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Fig. 5—Resolution measurement of Am-241 alpha particles using a 2-square 
centimeter area detector. 

RESOLUTION VERSUS BIAS CHARACTERISTICS 

Figure 6 shows the average of the measured resolutions obtained 
for a number of detectors, plotted as a function of bias. All the units 
had a 2-micron-deep n-diffused layer on the front surface. In general 
the A and C size detectors can be grouped by the two resistivities of 
silicon used, le and 104 ohm-centimeter; while the F size units have 
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Fig. 6—Typical resolution-versus-bias curves for various 2-micron diffusion 
units. Curves terminating below 400 volts indicate the present maximum 

rating of the detector types. 
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only slightly different characteristics for the different material. The 

resolutions all improve as bias increases, most having their best values 
near 200 to 300 volts. At high biases, the values for the A and C 

units are nearly identical, since, in both cases, the capacitance of the 

two detector types is reduced to a value smaller than the system stray 

capacitance. 

For the 2-square-centimeter units, their capacitances always domi-
nate system capacitance. Thus resolutions should improve if the de-

tector bias could be increased beyond the present 200-volt limit. (The 

termination of the curve on the diagram indicates this limit.) 
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Fig. 7—The effect of the diffusion depth on resolution. The effect, shown 
for 10,000 ohm-cm diodes, is much smaller for 1000 ohm-cm units. 

All the units shown on the graph have small losses in resolution 

as the bias reaches 400 volts. These losses are a manifestation of the 

increased leakage current, occurring at this bias, which increases the 

total system noise. 

At 400 volts, a unit made from 10,000 ohm-centimeter silicon has 
a linear energy response for alpha particles up to 36 Mev., The cor-
responding figure for protons is 9 Mev. 

The graph of Figure 7 illustrates a feature of the small but still 

present dead layer of these detectors. For high-resolution alpha par-

71. Naqib, University of Washington, Seattle. Private communication. 
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tide work, the resolution realized depends on resistivity and diffusion 
depth chosen. For the 2-micron-diffusion-depth units, effects are pres-
ent at low bias in high-resistivity diodes which result in poorer reso-
lutions. However, since these effects disappear when the detectors have 
been biased from 30 to 50 volts, they are, in general, of little import-
ance. On the other hand, to obtain the best resolution (e.g., Figure 
4) for alpha particles it is necessary to use the smaller diffusion depth 
of 0.2 micron. The poorer resolution obtained with the thicker surface 
layer is associated with variations in the recombination of the freed 

carriers in the diffused layer. As can be seen, thin diffusion units 
have better characteristics at all biases, but particularly at low values. 

Table /—Comparison of Values of Dead-Layer Depth Using Various Angles 
of Incidence of 5.5 Mev Alpha Particles and a Spectral-Response Method. 

Dead-Layer Depth (microns) 

(103 ohm-cm Si)  (10i ohm-cm Si) 

2.0 Micron Diffusion Depth 

Various angles of incidence  1.0 

Optical 1.0  1.0 

Variation with bias None  None 

0.2 Micron Diffusion Depth 

Optical 0.15  0.15 

DEAD LAYER 

Measurements of dead-layer thickness are tabulated in Table I. 
Two methods have been employed, one using different angles of inci-
dence of alpha particles, and the other optical. In the first method the 
reduction in amplitude of the peak in the pulse-height spectrum as 
the alpha particle angle of incidence is reduced from 90° can be 
related to the dead-layer thickness. In the second method the silicon 
junction is used as a photodiode, and a dead layer is calculated from 
the shape of the spectral response. 
The identical values of 1.0 micron appearing in the table do not 

signify highly accurate agreement but only indicate that a significant 
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difference cannot be detected between the two methods and the best 

value for dead layer is near 1.0 micron to an accuracy of 20 per cent. 
The dead layer is not significantly affected by bias. 

For 0.2-micron-diffusion units the dead layer is 0.15 micron, very 

nearly the diffusion depth. 

For a 5.5-Mey alpha particle, the rate of energy loss is 0.58 Mev/ 

milligram/cm2. Thus, the energy loss in a 1.0-micron path layer is 
140 key. An 18 per cent irregularity in the thickness of the layer 
would give a pulse spread of 25 key. Such a variation in thickness 

would account for the fact that resolutions under 25 key are rarely 
obtained with 2.0-micron units. 
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Fig. 8—Resolution measurement of Cs-137 beta particles. The resolution 
is limited only by amplifier noise. 

BETA-PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS8 

The dead layer is not as significant for lighter particles, as their 
energy loss in the layer is smaller. For electrons, the resolutions 
obtained are usually equal to those calculated from electrical noise 
considerations. Figure 8 indicates this point. The spectrum shows 

the K and L internal conversion lines of the 660 key Cs-137 gamma 

ray. The unit was made from 104 ohm-centimeter silicon and is capable 

of 400-volt operation. The spectrum shown was taken at 250 volts bias 

8 For detailed discussion of beta particle detection see J. M. McKenzie 
and G. T. Ewan, "Semiconductor Electron Detectors," Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, 
Vol. NS-8, p. 50, January 1961. 
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and the peaks are resolved, showing spreads corresponding to about 
8 key of noise. This was essentially system noise. This is in contrast 
to alpha-particle resolution measurements, for which the resolution 

has usually been a factor of 2 poorer than predicted on the basis of 
system noise. 

Figure 9 is the measurements of the spectrum of Co-57 taken with 
a thin-dead-layer 104 ohm-centimeters unit. The resolution is 12 key, 
or about the value limited by electrical noise. The range of the 125-key 
electron is sufficiently short that dead-layer effects can be observed 
if a 2.0-micron unit is used. 
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Fig. 9—Resolution measurement of Co-57 beta particles. The range of the 
beta particles is sufficiently short that dead-layer effects are beginning to 

limit the resolution attained. 

SPEED OF RESPONSE 
Predicted Values 

The usefulness of a silicon junction detector for fast coincidence 
measurements is determined by the response time of the unit. It is 
of interest, then, to measure response times of diode detectors and to 
compare these to theoretical values. If resistance—eapacitance effects 
are absent, response times are limited by the drift velocity, y, of the 
liberated electrons and holes in the field of the depletion layer. 

The response times discussed are 10-90 per cent pulse rise times. 
This time can be calculated using the simple form 
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dx 
t = f  

V 
a, 

39 

(2) 

with x1 and x2 being the position of charge in the depletion layer cor-
responding to the pulse amplitude having risen 10 per cent and 90 per 

cent of its final value. To simplify the calculation, it will be assumed 
that the nuclear particle releases a small cluster of charge whose dimen-
sions are small compared to the other depletion-layer dimensions. 

Brown' has shown that the quantity AQ of the total charge Q is 
collected when the released charge has traversed the fraction tIV/V 
of the voltage of the depletion layer. Thus for the 10 to 90 per cent 
response time, the quantities x1 and x2 correspond to the positions in 

the depletion layer where the voltage is 0.1 and 0.9 of the total voltage, 
Vb.  For abrupt-junction diodes the voltage is parabolic, i.e., 

x 2 

V(X) = Vb ( —)  • 

tV 
(3) 

The values of x1 (V = 0.1Vb) and x2 (V = 0.9Vb) occur for x/W = .33 
and x/W = .95. 

The drift velocity of holes, vi„ in an electric field E, having a 
mobility µ,, is vi,=,u,E. The electric field of the depletion layer is 

dV(x)/dx=2Vbx/W2. Using these expressions in Equation (2), the 
collection time of holes is 

x2 
=  ln 
2µ,,Vb  el 

(4) 

Using Equation (1) relating W and Vb, a value of 400 for p,,  and the 
values of x1 and x2 given above, Equation (4) takes on the simple form 

ti,= 1.07 x 10-12 p, (5) 

where p = 1/ (qµi,N) = the resistivity of the silicon. 

Normally, the response times of diodes are longer than this, sug-
gesting that wafer and contact resistance along with diode capacitance 
determine the response time. To eliminate wafer resistance, a depleted-
wafer structure has been fabricated. Referring to Figure 1, the diode 

W. L. Brown, Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, Vol. NS-8, p. 2, January 1961. 
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wafer is made sufficiently thin that the depletion layer extends com-
pletely through the wafer with 10 to 100 volts bias. With the wafer 
depleted there is no bulk resistance and, if contact resistance is kept 
low, sweep-out times should be observed. For voltages in excess of 
the depleting voltage, V D, a uniform field component is added to the 
linear field so that 

and 

2 VD  VD — Vb 

(6) 
W2 W 

V D  VD — VI, 
V (X) =  X" +  X.  (7) 

W 2 

For a depleted wafer the xi/W and x2/W values are no longer .33 
and .95 as calculated from Equation (3). For large biases (V » VD) 
the field becomes nearly uniform and xi/W and x2/W become approxi-
mately equal to 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. For intermediate biases, 
Equation (7) must be solved to determine x1 and x2 for each value of 
applied voltage. 

At high electric fields (104— 102 volts per centimeter) the velocities 
of electrons and holes saturate. Using the form y„ =  (1+ E/E0) —1 , 
Equation (2) can be resolved giving 

tz, = 

IV (V b  VD) 

D 

1 +   

(X2 —  Xi) W  W 2 2X2 V 

 ln    
E 0  2¡Lp VD  X1  W (Vb  V D) 

e2  2X2 VD 

(8) 

For very high biases, V >> V D, the limiting collecting time is the first 
term. This is governed by the saturation velocity of holes in silicon 
px,,E0, which, using Prior's" data, is of the order of 2 X 101 centimeter 
per second. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Response-time data taken on two wafers, 6 x 10-2  and 2 X 10-2  
centimeter thick of 50,000 ohm-centimeter silicon are shown in Figure 
10. At low biases, the response time is bias dependent, and the values 

10 A. C. Prior, "The Field-Dependence of Carrier Mobility in Silicon 
and Germanium," Jour. Phys. Chem. Solids, Vol. 12, p. 175, Pergamon 
Press, London 1959/60. 
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vary with the same power of the bias voltage as do the capacitances 
of the diodes. The capacitance data for the diodes are given on the 
graph. The diode wafers are depleted when the capacitance becomes 
independent of voltage. Combining the values of VD with the depleted 
wafer capacitances, and wafer areas of 1/4 square centimeter, resis-
tivity values of about 50,000 ohm-centimeters are calculated. 

Using the equivalent circuit discussed by Ramo and Mayer," the 
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Fig. 10 —Response times and capacitances of depleted-wafer diodes. The 
low-bias response times have the same bias dependence as does the diode 
capacitance. The response-time plateau is a charge collection time and the 
reduction of response times at the highest bias results from the change of 

field form when the wafer depletes. 

response time should be dependent on the diode capacitance, Cd, the 
circuit stray capacitance, C„, and the combined resistance, Rd, arising 
from the undepleted portion of the diode pellet and contacts. However, 
the response-time expression 

C 8Cd 

t = Rd   

C 8 + Cd 

(9) 

does not agree in form with the observed data. Stray capacitance has 
been measured to be 10 picofarads, and at low biases Cd is of the order 

11 C. T. Raymo and J. W. Mayer, "Transient Response of P-N Junction 
Detectors," Trans. I.R.E. PONS, Vol. NS-8, p. 157, January 1961; H. M. 
Mann, J. W. Haslett, and G. P. Lietz, "Pulse Rise Time for Charged 
Particles in p-n Junctions," ibid, p. 151. 
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of 100 picofarads. Equation (9) predicts that at these low biases 
response times should be essentially independent of Cd. 

For bias values between VD/2 and VD, the response times of the 
units do not vary appreciably and have values close to those calculated. 
The two solid-line response-time curves were obtained using Equation 
(8) and the following data: for the 6 x 10-2 -centimeter wafer, VD 
= 115 volts and resistivity = 50,000 ohm-centimeter; for the thinner 

unit, VD= 10 volts and resistivity = 60,000 ohm-centimeter. Although 
there is some disagreement between theory and experiment near VD, 
the general agreement is sufficiently good that Equation (8) can be 
used with confidence to calculate sweep-out response times. 

To obtain high speeds of response it would appear that it is only 
necessary to use thin wafers, so that VD is small, and to apply a bias 
many times VD. Accordingly, diodes were fabricated on wafers as thin 
as 2 to 3 x 10-2  centimeter, but little success has been realized in 
obtaining high enough bias ratings to accomplish sweep-out times less 
than 10 nanoseconds. 

The fastest response times observed to date were obtained with a 
100 ohm-centimeter silicon diode; even at low biases, a 6-nanosecond 
system rise time was obtained. Unfortunately, the high capacitance, 
and resulting small signals, limits the usefulness of such units. 

CHARGE AMPLIFIERS 

To obtain optimum results from nuclear particle detectors of this 
type, the design of suitable amplifiers must be given careful considera-
tion. The principal defect of diode detectors is that their leakage or 
saturation currents are strong functions of temperature. As the units 
are used with a load resistance of 10 megohms or greater, small 
leakage-current changes alter the bias. Since the unit's capacitance 
varies inversely as the square root of bias, and since the signal is 
proportional to the reciprocal of detector capacitance, temperature 
variations result in signal drift. The circuit shown in Figure 11 does 
much to eliminate such variations. 

For a charge amplifier, as this configuration is called, the output 

signal has been found to be given by the expression 

Cd 

vc,ut =  G   
Cd  Cd +  (1 + G)C,  C f  1  Cd 

1 —  —  
G  GIG 

• 
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In this expression Cd is the detector capacitance, C1 the feedback capaci-

tance, G the open-loop gain of the amplifier, and Q the charge liberated 

by the nuclear particle in the depletion layer of the detector diode. If 

the open-loop gain and the feedback are sufficiently large, then the 

output is given by the approximate form 

V out  Q  [ 1  C d  

C f  C  G 

For G = 1000, Cf = 5 picofarads and Cd= 50 picofarads, the factor 

BIAS 

Fig. 11—Charge amplifier configuration for maximum stability. 

CdCfG has a value of 100. Thus a stability of 10 per cent or better 
in Cd results in a stability of 0.1 per cent in the detecting system. The 

measurements described previously were made using such an amplifier. 

It has 7 key of noise when operated with the detector removed. 

Detailed discussion of such circuits can be found in References 
(5), (12), and (13). 

TYPICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

In the case of beta-particle detection, signal-to-noise ratios become 

all important in determining feasibility of detection. Figure 12 in-
cludes much of the data necessary for considering such a problem. 
One of the curves is the noise width obtained for a type 7586 nuvistor 

charge amplifier as a function of input capacitance. 

12  E. Fairstein, "Considerations in the Design of Pulse Amplifiers for 
Use with Solid State Radiation Detectors," Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, Vol. NS-8, 
p. 129, January 1961. 

13 R. L. Chase, W. A. Higinbotham, and G. L. Miller, "Amplifiers for 
Use with P-N Junction Radiation Detectors," Trans. I.R.E. PGNS, Vol. 
NS-8, p. 147, January 1961. 
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For these measurements a pulser was used in place of a source, 
and various capacitances were added to the detector mount. The second 
curve is the shot-noise equation plotted in terms of noise width. The 
diode shot-noise contribution does not depend on detector capacitance. 

Consider as an example the detection of Co-57 beta particles, with 
the design problem being to construct the largest-area detector that 
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Fig. 12—Noise contribution from diode currents and amplifiers. The 
amplifier data is for a type 7586 nuvistor charge amplifier. 

can provide a signal-to-noise ratio (full width at half maximum) of 
4 to 1. A bias supply of 25 volts is available. From Figure 8, the 
energy of Co-57 betas is about 130 key. Referring to the nomograph, 
Figure 2, 90 microns of depletion layer are required. Again using the 
nomograph, silicon of 4000 ohm-centimeter or greater will ensure 
complete detection. 

For the signal-to-noise ratio required, noise cannot be greater than 
33 key; thus, using Figure 12, the capacitance must be less than 150 
picofarads. For 10,000 ohm-centimeter silicon and 25 volts, a junction 
area of 2 square centimeters can be used. 

The area must be sufficiently small that leakage current does not 
contribute significantly to the total noise. For a leakage current / and 
a bandwidth Af, the mean square noise current is given by 
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-7-; 2- =2q1àf. 

This expression has been found applicable to diodes when the leakage 
current is not rising faster than V1/2. The shot-noise contribution to 
pulse spread has been plotted in Figure 12. In order that the diode 
shot noise be less than 10 per cent of the noise spread due to amplifiers, 
the leakage current must be less than 1/4 microampere. Because of 
fabrication difficulties, it may be necessary to reduce the area so as 
to meet this requirement. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

With the 400-volt 10,000 ohm-centimeter units, protons can be 

detected linearly with energies up to 9 Mev. To increase this energy 
range, wider depletion layers are required. One approach is to attempt 
to design diodes which will stand off thousands of volts, but this, in 
addition to being technically difficult, has the disadvantage of requir-
ing very-high-voltage bias supplies. An alternative method is far more 
attractive. 
Pell" has demonstrated that ionized lithium impurity atoms can 

be drifted by the electric field of a reverse-biased junction. Such a 
drifting process proceeds in such a way that it compensates the exist-
ing crystal impurities. Elliottl5 has reported diodes made this way 
with 3.38 millimeters of depletion layer, operating with only 80 volts 
bias. 
The difficulty encountered with this type of structure is that it 

slowly diffuses back to its original or predrifted condition. Storing 
units with a bias may prevent their degradation with time. A more 
serious difficulty may occur as a consequence of recombination in the 
high density of freed charge produced by an ionizing particle. The 
best detecting capabilities are expected for the highest quality, i.e., 
highest purity crystals. Although lithium-compensated material ap-
pears very pure on the basis of electrical measurements, it contains 
the added lithium as well as the original impurities, and therefore 
may have a short carrier lifetime. 
The use of conductivity modulation of a large block of semicon-

ductor material of very high resistivity (1012 to 1012 ohm-centimeter) 
appears still far in the future. Recently Harding et caii" used the 
conductivity modulation of a block of gallium arsenide to detect gamma 

14  E. M. Pell, "Ion Drift in an n-p Junction," Jour. Appt. Phys., Vol. 
31, p. 291, February 1960. 

15  J. H. Elliott, "Thick Junction Radiation Detectors Made by Ion 
Drift," Nuclear Inst. and Methods, Vol. 12, p. 60, June 1961. 
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rays, but the resolution does not appear to be comparable to that of 
good silicon diodes. Conductivity modulation of gold-doped silicon at 
77°K has been used for detection of nuclear particles,,T but because 
of the cooling requirement, this method has received very little at-
tention. 
In view of the success of the lithium drifting technique and the 

lack of evidence for an immediately available conductivity counter, 
the former will probably be actively pursued for long-range particles. 
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DERIVATION OF IDEAL ELECTRODE SHAPES 
FOR ELECTROSTATIC BEAM FOCUSING* 

BY 
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Summary—This paper presents a derivation of ideal electrode shapes 
for electrostatic focusing of parallel, laminar, ribbon, hollow, and cylindrical 
electron beams. The shapes of the electrodes are derived by a method 
similar to that employed for designing Pierce-type electron guns. This 
method is based on the solution of the Laplace equation outside the bound-
ary of the electron beam and satisfaction of certain conditions at that 
boundary. An approximate expression for the voltage distribution at the 
beam boundary, differing from the exact distribution by less than 3 per cent, 
provides simple solutions for the voltages outside the regions of electron 
flow. Equipotential plots that can be used for the design of the focusing 
electrodes are given for ribbon, hollow, and cylindrical beams for several 
voltage ratios. 

INTRODUCTION 

pr/-
-9 HE IDEAL MODEL for an electrostatically focused laminar 
electron beam having constant cross-sectional current density 

and no variations in the transverse dimensions has been de-

scribed previously.' The model discussed in this paper differs from 

previous analyses2-6  because it applies to beams having simultaneously 

large current densities and large voltage variations in the regions of 

electron flow. 

• Manuscript received 20 December 1961. 
1 W. W. Siekanowicz and F. E. Vaccaro, "Periodic Electrostatic Focus-

ing of Laminar Parallel-Flow Electron Beams," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 47, p. 451, 
March, 1959. 

2A. M. Clogston and H. Heffner, "Focusing of an Electron Beam by 
Periodic Fields," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 25, p. 436, April, 1954. 

3 P. K. Tien, "Focusing of a Long Cylindrical Electron Stream by 
Means of Periodic Electrostatic Fields," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 25, p. 1281, 
October, 1954. 

4 K. K. N. Chang, "Confined Electron Flow in Periodic Electrostatic 
Fields of Very Short Periods," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 45, p. 66, January, 1957. 

5 K. K. N. Chang, "Biperiodic Electrostatic Focusing for High-Density 
Electron Beams," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 45, p. 1522, November, 1957. 

5 J. R. Pierce, Theory and Design of Electron Beams, p. 194, D. Van 
Nostrand Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1954. 
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The ideal model,' which is applicable to axially symmetric electron 
beams, is derived as follows. Figure 1 shows a series of equally spaced 

parallel grids having infinite dimensions perpendicular to the x coordi-
nate. Alternate electrodes are connected together in a manner such 
that one set of grids is maintained at a low d-c voltage, VL, and the 

other at a high d-c voltage, VH. In the absence of space charge, the 
potential distribution between the grids is linear, as shown by curve 
A in Figure 1. When a beam having infinite transverse dimensions, 
uniform current density, and electron trajectory parallel to the x axis 
is injected at plane OL, the resultant space charge depresses the poten-

GRIDS 

li. /  1.-'.... 1....\ ....e.  L  H 
V.  I 

1  I. A i A% V I  / /  I \  /  / I \‘ I 
I V ,E1 I \, I  '--  -, I s• 

I \ 

I  _ I ."  I 'N 
I 

I I  I I  i 
I  I I-.. --- L 
0 

Fig. 1—Schematic diagram of the grid arrangement and voltage distribu-
tions used for derivation of the ideal model for the electrostatically focused 

electron beam. 

tial between the grids. As the amount of injected current is increased, 
a condition is reached at which the potential variation shown by curve 
B exists. This curve has the property 

DV (x) 
= 0. 

?re  L o 
(1) 

Under this condition, the potential variation in any region LH can 
be derived from the following equation:, 

x = f[vv(x)  4_ 2)  ([vv(x) i % _ 1) % , 

x0 \ 

where 

X0 = 
a VL8/4 

J1/2  ' 

(2) 

(3) 

7 K. R. Spangenberg, Vacuum Tubes, p. 256, Eq. (10.39), McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1948. 
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In the preceding expression, J is the current density in amperes per 
square meter and a2 is 2.335 x 10-6  amperes per volt2/2. 

Figure 2 shows a plot of the normalized voltage V (x) /Vi, calculated 
from Equation (2) as a function of the normalized distance x/x0. This 
plot is a more accurate representation of the dashed curve in the LH 
intervals shown in Figure 1. The dashed potential distribution in the 
HL regions is a mirror image of the curve in the LH intervals. Be-

cause the quantities do not vary in the transverse dimensions, the 

5 

4 

; P 3 

2 

0  2  3 
X 
X0 

4 5 

Fig. 2—Plot of the ideal normalized beam voltage V(x)/Vz as a function 
of the normalized distance x/x.. 

variation of d-c potential in the transverse direction r is zero. There-
fore, 

DV 
— =0. 
Dr 

(4) 

The voltage variation shown by curve B in Figure 1 and a zero 
transverse voltage gradient are the conditions at the beam boundary 
that permit electrostatic focusing of maximum constant cross-sectional 
current density in a laminar parallel electron beam by two focusing 
electrodes per half-period LH or HL. This current density, in amperes 
per square meter, is given by the following expression based on Figure 
1 and Equation (2) : 
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9.340 r 1 + 2 f vi, \ 1/2 ] 2 [ 1 _ ( VL 
J =   

L2 L \ VH )  VH 

) 1/2 1 

VH3/2 X  

(5 ) 

where L, expressed in meters, is the period of the focusing structure. 

The variation of the current density J with the voltage ratio VL/VH 

has been described previously.* This density reaches the maximum 
value J., in amperes per square meter, when the voltage ratio VL/VH 
in the region of electron flow is 0.25. Therefore, 

18.68 VH 312  x 10-6  
J. =   (6) 

L2 

The current I, in amperes, within an ideal electrostatically focused 
cylindrical electron beam having a diameter of d meters is given by 

/-= 7.336 [ 1, 2 ( VL \ 1/2 1 2 [  ( VL ) 1/2  d )2 

1 — —  1 VH 3/2 ( —  X 10-6 . 
VH )  VH L 

(7) 

Similarly, the current within a ribbon beam having thickness t and 
width w, in meters, is given by 

Vi;  1/2 ] 2  VL ) 1/2 wt 
I = 9.340 [ 1 -I- 2 ( —  [ 1 — ( —  ] VH3/2—  X 10-6 . 

VH VH L2 

(9 ) 

The current carried by a hollow electron beam having a mean diameter 
D considerably greater than the thickness t can be obtained by substi-

tuting irD for w in Equation (8) : 

/= 29.34 [ 1 -I- 2 

(  v i., \ 1/2 ] 2 [ 1 ( VI, \ 1/2 Dt 
V 113/2 —  X 10-6 . 

\ VH j  \  V11 )  L2 

(9 ) 

The values given by Equations (5) through (9) can be used as figures 
of merit in evaluating the practical performances of electrostatically 

focused cylindrical, ribbon, and hollow electron beams. 

• See Reference 1. This variation has the same form shown in Figure 3. 
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The procedure used in designing a cylindrical, ribbon, or hollow 
electron beam having finite transverse dimensions and satisfying the 
boundary conditions of Equations (1) and (2) is similar to that used 
for designing Pierce-type electron guns.' In this procedure, it is nec-
essary to determine the shapes of the focusing electrodes that establish 
the same conditions at the boundary between the electron beam having 
the current density given by Equation (5) and the space-charge-free 
region as those which exist when the beam is extended to infinity in 
the transverse direction. 
The shapes of the focusing electrodes can be computed from theory 

or obtained from electrolytic tank measurements. The present paper 
concerns the theoretical determination of these shapes. 
Theoretically the shape of the focusing electrodes may be deter-

mined by solving the Laplace equation° in the space-charge-free region, 
subject to the previously mentioned boundary conditions. Figure 1 
shows that, for the problem considered, the solution to Laplace's equa-
tion must be symmetrical with respect to planes L and H. Approximate 
shapes for the focusing electrodes were derived by Hechtell° from a 
solution of the Laplace equation that approximately satisfied the volt-
age distribution at the beam boundary, but did not possess the sym-
metry about the high-voltage planes H necessary for periodic focusing. 
The solution discussed here also satisfies the voltage distribution at 
the beam boundary approximately, but, in addition, it possesses the 
necessary symmetry about low- and high-voltage planes. 
For the space-charge-free region outside the boundary of the ideal 

electrostatically focused electron beam, attempts at exact solutions by 
separation of variables and satisfaction of the previously mentioned 
boundary conditions by evaluation of Fourier coefficients lead to an 
infinite divergent series for both ribbon and cylindrical electron beams. 
This limitation is overcome when a simple approximation, which is 
sufficiently accurate for practical applications, is made to the ideal 
potential distribution. 

APPROXIMATION TO THE IDEAL VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION 
AT THE BEAM BOUNDARY 

The following approximate expression may be used to describe the 
voltage variation at the boundary of the electron beam: 

See Reference (6), p. 175, and J. R. Pierce, "Rectilinear Electron 
Flow in Beams," Jour. Appl. Phys., p. 548, Vol. 11, August, 1940. 

9 L. A. Pipes, Applied Mathematics for Engineers and Physicists, Chap. 
XVII, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., 1946. 

1° J. R. Hechtel, "Electrostatic Focusing of Microwave Tubes," Micro-
wave Jour., Vol. 3, pp. 82-83, Figs. 18 and 19, December, 1960. 
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EXACT DISTRIBUTION 
—  —  APPROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION 

3L 
-2-

DISTANCE X AS A FRACTION OF PERIOD L 

Fig. 3—Comparison between exact and approximate voltage distributions 
at the beam boundary. 

7rX 

V (X,O) = V H — (VR — V L) cos —  . (10) 

This equation satisfies the condition of Equation (1) and gives the 
correct values of VI, and V H at x equal to zero and L/2 respectively. 
In Table I and Figure 3 the actual and approximate values of voltages 
(Equations (2) and (10), respectively) are compared within a half-
period LH for a low-to-high voltage ratio of 0.25, which, as mentioned 
previously, provides maximum current. Table I shows that, for this 
ratio, the accuracy of the approximate function (Equation (10)) is 
greater than 97 per cent. The differences between the actual and 

Table I—Comparison Between Exact and Approximate Values of the Volt-
age at the Beam Boundary for a Low-To-High Voltage Ratio VilVH = 0.25. 

2x V(x) 

Vi 

Exact  Approximate 
(Equation (2) )  (Equation (10) ) 

Per cent 
difference 

1  4.000  4.000  0 

0.8520  3.250  3.309  1.815 

0.6825  2.500  2.565  2.600 

0.4721  1.750  1.788  2.171 
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approximate expressions at other voltage ratios are comparable to 
those shown in Table L 

DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM FOCUSING ELECTRODES FOR RIBBON 

AND HOLLOW ELECTRON BEAMS 

The approximate equation for the voltage distribution outside the 
boundary of a ribbon electron beam is 

7rX  7ry 

V (x,y) = VH (VH — VL) cos — cosh  , 

where y is the transverse coordinate measured from the beam bound-

ary. This expression satisfies the following two-dimensional Laplace 
equation in Cartesian coordinates: 

32V (x,y)  a2V (x,y) 
 =0. 

ax2 
(12) 

Equation (11) also satisfies the previously mentioned condition of 
zero radial electric field at the beam boundary, i.e., 

av(x,y) 
= 0. 

vo 
(13) 

At the beam boundary (y = 0), the potential is described by Equation 

(10). The degree of accuracy approaches the ideal voltage variation 
at the beam boundary as previously described. Equation (10) is sym-
metrical with respect to the plane x = 0. At x= L/2, there exists an 
equipotential plane VH extending in the positive transverse direction 
(y) from the beam boundary to infinity. Therefore, in the interval 

L/2, the potential distribution, Equation (11), possesses the 
properties necessary to generate the desired periodic field pattern. In 
this interval, V (x,y) represents the voltage in the space-charge-free 
region in an LH interval shown in Figure 1. As mentioned previously, 
the distribution in an HL interval is the mirror image of that in an 
LH interval. 

Figures 4(a) through (c) show the equipotential lines within a 

half-period LH expressed in terms of the low voltage VL at the beam 
boundary for several values of low-to-high voltage ratios. The symbol 
R denotes the ratio between the voltage of a given equipotential surface 
and the low voltage, VL. These figures show that the zero equipotential 
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Fig. 4—Voltage distribution outside the planar beam boundary for (a) 2:1 
voltage ratio at that boundary, (b) 4:1 voltage ratio at that boundary, 

and (e) 8:1 voltage ratio at that boundary. 
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moves closer to the beam boundary as the ratio VL/VH decreases. 
Ideally, the optimum electrodes for periodic electrostatic focusing of 
ribbon electron beams are infinitely thin high-voltage elements extend-
ing from the beam boundary for a relatively long distance and alter-
nated with low-voltage electrodes operating at a potential equal to or 
lower than the voltage VL. 
The shape of the low-voltage focusing electrodes is determined by 

the value of R chosen in the range 0 R  1 (see Figures 4(a) through 
(c) ). The electrode shape chosen depends upon the desired application. 

ZERO-VOLTAGE 
FOCUSING 
ELECTRODE 

RIBBON fLfglitQN 
BEAM   

VoMINIMUM VOLTAGE AT 
BEAM BOUNDARY 

/HIGH-VOLTAGE 
FOCUSING ELECTRODES 
MAINTAINED AT 4VL 

LOW-VOLTAGE 
FOCUSING 
ELECTRODES 
MAINTAINED 
AT 0.8 VL 

Fig. 5—Periodic electrodes for electrostatic focusing of a long, ribbon 
electron beam. 

For example, the solid lines in Figure 5 show the optimum electrode 
shapes for focusing a ribbon beam by a low-to-high voltage ratio of 
0.25 at beam boundary and with low-voltage electrodes maintained at 
the potential 0.8 VL. The dashed lines show the shapes of zero-voltage 
electrodes which, in conjunction with the infinitely thin high-voltage 
elements, also produce a low-to-high voltage ratio of 0.25 at the bound-

ary of the electron beam. This technique permits electrostatic beam 
focusing by a single supply voltage. 
The curves shown in Figure 5 can also be used to design electrodes 

for focusing a hollow electron beam having a thickness t considerably 
smaller than the beam diameter D. The shape of these electrodes can 
be obtained by revolving the curves shown in Figure 5 about the center 
of the hollow electron beam. 

DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM FOCUSING ELECTRODES FOR 
CYLINDRICAL ELECTRON BEAM 

The approximate equation for the potential distribution outside 

the boundary of a cylindrical axially symmetric electron beam is 
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V (x,r) = VH (V11 .— '17 L) eb  (- -eb )K0( irr  
L  L 

7rb  (er yl  cos  rx 

L 
(14) 

where r is the radial coordinate measured from the center of the beam 

and b is the radius of the beam. /0 and I, the modified Bessel func-
tions of the first kind are of zeroth and first orders, respectively; Ko 
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Fig. 6—Voltage distribution outside the cylindrical beam boundary for a 
beam radius-to-period ratio of 0.195 and a 2:1 voltage ratio at that 

boundary. 

and K1 are the Bessel functions of the second kind." Equation (14) 
satisfies the following Laplace equation in cylindrical coordinates: 

1 D (  )  ev. 
— —  r  —  = O.  (15) 
r  3x2 

It can be shown by use of a well-known relationship", for modified 

" N. W. McLachlan, Bessel Functions for Engineers, pp. 102-103, Eqs. 
(3) and (6), Oxford Clarendon Press. 1934. 

12 J. R. Pierce, Traveling-Wave Tubes, D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 
New York, N. Y., 1950. Substitute zero for P in Eq. (12), p. 224. 
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Bessel functions that Equation (14) is reduced to Equation (10) at 
the beam boundary, i.e., when r is equal to b. Another well-known 
relationship' for modified Bessel functions can be used to show that 
the radial electric field at beam boundary is zero (Equation (4)). 
Equation (14) possesses the properties necessary for the formation 

of the periodic field pattern (discussed in connection with the design 
of electrodes for ribbon electron beams). 
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Fig. 7—Voltage distribution outside the cylindrical beam boundary for a 
beam radius-to-period ratio of 0.195 and a 4:1 voltage ratio at that 

boundary. 

Figures 6 through 8 show the equipotentials outside the beam 
boundary for a beam radius-to-period ratio of 0.195 and for several 
voltage ratios at the beam boundary. The beam radius-to-period ratio 
used is a typical value for electrostatically focused traveling-wave-tube 
applications. The shape and distance from the cylindrical beam bound-
ary of equipotentials for beam radius-to-period ratios in the range 
0.15  b/L  0.245 (typical for most practical applications) are essen-
tially the same as those shown in Figures 6 through 8. These figures 
can be used to determine the shape of the periodic focusing electrodes 

in a manner similar to that discussed in connection with Figure 5. For 

See Reference (12), p. 224, Eq. (7). 
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beam radius-to-period ratios in the previously mentioned range the 
approximate shape of the low-voltage electrodes can be derived by 
selecting the desired low-voltage equipotential from Figures 6 through 
8 and revolving it about the beam axis in such a manner that the 
distance between the beam boundary and the given equipotential is 
the same as that for the beam radius-to-period ratio of 0.195. This 
procedure is sufficiently accurate for practical applications. For voltage 
ratios other than those shown in Figures 6 through 8, the shapes of 
the low-voltage electrodes must be computed from Equation (14). 
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the electrode shapes obtained 

by Hechteli° (dashed lines) and those derived from the results pre-
sented in this paper (solid lines). 



CHARACTER RECOGNITION BY DIGITAL FEATURE 
DETECTION' 

BY 

L H. SUBLETTE AND J. TULTS 

RCA Laboratories, 
Princeton, N. J. 

Summary—Some logical design techniques are proposed which may be 
useful in the development of a multi-font reading machine. Characters are 
recognized by detecting the presence of certain combinations of geometric 
features which tend to be independent of changes in style and imperfections 
in printing. The effectiveness of these techniques has been tested by simu-
lating them on a general-purpose computer. In the simulation program, 
the detection of 56 features is required to recognize 29 alpha-numeric 
characters. A recognition accuracy of about 75 per cent is obtained with 
characters that are badly distorted but still recognizable by human beings. 
Samples of distorted characters are produced by a computer program which 
simulates common types of printing imperfections. 

INTRODUCTION 

N[
 ANY DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEMS require that informa-
tion handled by digital computers be derived from documents 
printed in alphabetical and numerical characters. Reading 

machines which can recognize printed characters and convert them to 
computer codes are therefore important to the further development 

of the computing art. Machines capable of reading printed characters 

of a specially designed font are in commercial use today, but the 
problem of designing an economical machine capable of reading many 
different fonts has not been solved completely. The solution of this 

problem will be an essential contribution to the fields of language 
translation and information retrieval. 

This paper proposes logical design techniques which may be useful 
in the development of a multi-font reading machine. Recognition is 

accomplished by detecting the presence of certain combinations of 
geometric features which can be used to identify characters regardless 

of differences in style and imperfections in printing. Similar ap-

Manuscript received December 26, 1961. 
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proaches have been taken by Unger,' Bomba,' Grimsdale,' and others. 
A special purpose digital computer capable of reading machine-printed 

characters is proposed and tests of its performance by simulation on 
a general purpose computer are discussed. The logical design of the 

proposed machine and the results of the simulation program are pre-
sented. 

FEATURE 
DETECTOR 

COMBINATIONAL 
LOGIC 

RECOGNITION 

FLYING SPOT SCANNER 

Fig. 1—General organization of proposed reading machine. 

PRINCIPLES OF THE PROPOSED READING MACHINE 

The logical organization of the proposed machine is outlined in 
Figure 1. A character is scanned by a series of vertical sweeps which 

progress across the character from left to right as shown in Figure 2. 
After being quantized into black and white levels, the video signal is 

S. H. Unger, "Pattern Detection and Recognition," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 
47, p. 1737, October, 1959. 

2J. S. Bomba, "Alpha-Numeric Character Recognition Using Local 
Operations," Proc. Eastern Joint Computer Conf., p. 218, 1959. 

3R. L. Grimsdale, F. H. Sumner, C. J. Tunis, and T. Kilburn, "A 
System for the Automatic Recognition of Patterns," Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 106, 
Part B, p. 210, March, 1959. 
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sent to an array of feature detectors. Each feature detector is a small 
digital computer which detects the presence of some significant feature 
of the character while it is being scanned once with the raster of 
Figure 2. To obtain a high reading rate, the feature detectors are 
required to operate simultaneously. It is also required that the scan-
ning rate be independent of the number of feature detectors employed. 
This procedure, in which the elements of a character are examined 

sequentially and features are detected simultaneously, is not the only 
way of obtaining a high reading rate. Unger,' for example, has pro-
posed a character recognition system in which all elements of the 

1 
FAST 

SLOW-

Fig. 2—Scanning pattern. 

character are examined simultaneously and features are detected 
sequentially. The logical organization proposed here was chosen for 
several reasons. First, a sequential, rather than a simultaneous, 
examination of the character image simplifies the pick-up device with-
out necessarily sacrificing reading speed. In any system in which the 
point of attention moves continuously from character to character, it 
is not likely that much time will be wasted in the scanning movement 
across each character. Also, the independence of the reading speed 
and the number of features detected may be an important advantage. 
Second, the use of vertical scanning lines simplifies the problems 

caused by variations in. character position. Ordinarily, the white 
spaces between lines of print are large enough to permit positioning 
the raster so that each vertical scanning line contains information 
from only one character. With horizontal scanning lines and charac-
ters which are closely-spaced within a line of print, it is likely that 
many scanning lines would contain information from more than one 
character. Spiral, circular, and diagonal scans also have been rejected 
because they tend to require accurate a priori knowledge of the char-
acter position. 
A third advantage of the proposed scanning pattern is that its 
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cyclic nature allows the repetitive use of simple algorithms. In the 

simulation program,* it is only necessary to provide a single sub-
routine for all vertical scans. The results obtained from the subroutine 
during one scan are fed back to become part of the input data for the 
succeeding scan. Recursive procedures of this type generally have 
been required to obtain efficiency in the execution of complex logical 
tasks. 

Table /—Simplified Chart of Combinational Logic for Recognizing a 
Sans-Serif, Upper-Case "A" 

Feature 
Type of A's 

1  2  3  4  5  6 

1. Long Flat Top Edge  No  No  No  No  No  No 

2. Long left-hand vertical 
stroke  No  No  No  No  No  No 

3. Long right-hand vertical 
stroke  No  No  No  No  No  No 

4. Concave top edge  No  No  No  No  No  No 

5. Enclosed « white region  Yes  Yes 

6. Positive slope in top edge 
at left  Yes  Yes 

7. Negative slope in top edge 
at right  Yes  Yes 

8. Indentation in bottom edge 
at left  Yes  Yes  Yes 

9. Indentation in bottom edge 
at right  Yes  Yes  Yes 

In the simulation program, each character is isolated from other 
characters and is located within a raster consisting of twenty vertical 
scans. The subroutine which simulates the network of combinational 
logic is entered after the completion of the twentieth scan. This sub-
routine recognizes an alphabet of 29 alpha-numeric characters by 
detecting the presence of various combinations of 56 different features. 
Table I presents a simplified version of the logic used to recognize an 
upper-ease, sans-serif "A". To allow for distortions due to printing 
imperfections, six different types of A's are allowed. Each of the first 

• In this paper, the recognition system frequently will be described in 
the language of programming, rather than logical design, because the 
terminology is more convenient. 
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four features listed in Table I is assumed to give overwhelming evi-
dence that the character being examined is not an "A". The remaining 
five features are assumed to present evidence in favor of an "A", but 
at least two of these features must be present, and no single feature 
is required for recognition. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FEATURE DETECTION 

Edge Tracers and Edge Labels 

Most of the features detected are properties of the inside and out-
side edges of a character, such as flat segments, sloping segments, and 

6 

6 6UN 
6 

3 I. 
3 

3 

6 6• 

u. 3 4 3 • 

4 4 4 4 

6 
5 5 5 5 5 5 

2 
5 

• 5 I 

Fig. 3—Typical labelling of edges in a character. 

segments with various types of curvature. These properties are de-
tected by a group of "edge tracers." The present simulation program 
contains six edge tracers, three of which trace "top edges," and three 

of which trace "bottom edges." A top edge is an edge that causes a 
black-to-white transition as the scanning spot travels from the bottom 

of a character to the top. A bottom edge is an edge that causes a 
white-to-black transition. In Figure 3, the edges labeled 1, 3, and 5 
are bottom edges, and the edges labeled 2, 4, and 6 are top edges. In 

general, the labels for bottom and top edges are drawn from the sets 

(1, 3, 5) and (2, 4, 6), respectively. No two edges are ever assigned 
the same label. If more than six transitions are encountered in one 
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vertical scan, at least one pair of edges must be ignored, since only 
six edge tracers are provided.' 

The label for a given edge also identifies the tracer which is as-
signed to it. The function of edge tracer n is to compute certain 
properties of the function y„(x), where x is the number of vertical 
scans which have been performed (including the present scan) and 
y„ is the distance from the lower boundary of the raster to edge n in 
the present vertical scan. Since the scanning raster consists of 20 
vertical scans, each of which is divided into 24 cells, x and y„ take on 
integral values in the domains (1  x 20) and (1 y„ 24). Since 
all edge tracers are essentially identical, the subscript n usually will 

be omitted. 
When fewer than six transitions are detected in a vertical scan, 

at least one pair of edge tracers will not be performing computations 
and will be said to be "inactive." All tracers performing computations 
will be said to be "active." The operations of "starting" and "retir-

ing" an edge tracer consist of sending an edge tracer into the active 
and inactive states, respectively. 

Edge-Tracing Computations 

Edge-tracing operations are performed when a white-to-black or 
a black-to-white transition is detected during a scant and at the end 

of each scan. For each transition detected during a scan, the corre-
sponding value of y is recorded in the memory of the appropriate edge 
tracer. The value of y recorded for a white-to-black transition is the 
coordinate of the black cell; the value recorded for a black-to-white 
transition is the coordinate of the white cell. The execution of algo-
rithms for edge-tracing is ordinarily postponed to the end of each 
scan, where the relative positions of the edges can be determined most 
easily. An exception to this procedure occurs when two edges are 
terminated during a scan. Then the edge-tracing computations for 
that pair of edges are performed immediately so that the edge tracers 
may be retired and made available for assignment to new edges which 
may appear as the scanning proceeds. In Figure 3, for example, edge 

tracers 3 and 4 are retired during the ninth scan. 

Tables II and III describe algorithms for computing flatness and 
positive slope in an edge, respectively. These algorithms are entered 
once every scan. The constant x, denotes the number of the scan in 

The use of only six edge tracers is a compromise between complexity 
and performance. There is no logical difficulty in providing more tracers. 

t For the sake of brevity, a vertical scanning line will be referred to 
simply as a "scan." 
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Table //—Algorithm for Computing Flatness f(s) 

1.  d(x0) = 

2.  d(x) = y(x) — y (x — 1)  x > cco 

3.  e(x) = 0 

4.  e(x)  y(x) — y (x  2)  x > x0 +1 

5.  f(x0) = 1 

6.  f(x) = 1 if Id(x)I > 1 or  le (x) I > 1  x > 

7.  f(x) = f(x —1) +1 if Id(x) I 1 and  le (x)1  1  x > 

which edge-tracing computations were started. For any function z (x) 

computed by an edge tracer, it is understood that z (x) = 0 for x < xo. 
Since the detailed procedures for computing functions such as flatness 
and slope are not crucial, a complete discussion of these and other edge-
tracing algorithms contained in the simulation program will be omitted. 

Addressing Edge Tracers 

The edge labels shown in Figure 3 cannot serve as direct addresses 
of data in the corresponding edge tracers because there is no pre-

dictable relationship between the labels and the transitions detected 
by the scanner. Edge tracer 6, for example, may acquire a y-coordinate 

from the second, fourth, or sixth transition. In the simulation pro-

gram, the first level of addressing is performed by selecting one of 
six index registers /1 through I. Index register /„, is identified with 
the m e" transition from the bottom of the present scan. The number 

stored in index register /,„ is the label of the edge which currently 
corresponds to the mt" transition. Corresponding items of data for 
the six edge tracers are stored in six consecutive memory locations 

Table 111—Algorithm for Computing Positive Slope s(x) 

1.  c(x) =0 

2.  c(x) = y(x —1) —y(x — 2) 

3.  s(x0) •=2 

4.  s(x) =0 if d(x) > 4 or d(x) < 

5.  s(x) =0 if c(x) =0 and d(x) = 0 

6.  s(x) = s(x —1)  if c(x)  0 and d(x) = 

7.  8(x) = 8(x -1) + 1 if 0 < d(x)  4 
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such that if item z1 in edge tracer 1 is stored at address A  1, item 
z. for edge tracer n is stored at address A -I- n. The address of item 
z for the edge which is currently the MU' transition from the bottom 
is thus equal to A + (Im), where (/„,) denotes the contents of index 
register /„.. 

When edge tracers are started or retired, it is usually necessary 
to shift the contents of the index registers to maintain the correct 

PREVIOUS SCAN 

/ PRESENT SCAN 

QN  OT  Om QS 

••••-- POSITION OF SCANNING SPOT 

Fig. 4—Examples of patterns corresponding to edge control states. 

mapping between the set of edge labels (n) and the set of transition 
numbers (m). Tests for conditions requiring such shifts are performed 
whenever a transition is detected and result in the generation of any 
one of five "edge-control states." Examples of patterns which corre-
spond to edge-control states are shown in Figure 4. State QN indicates 
that two edge tracers must be started because of the presence of a 
new black region. State QT indicates that two edge tracers must be 
retired because of the termination of an old black region. State 
indicates that two edge tracers must be retired because of the merging 

of two black regions into one. State Q8 indicates that two edge tracers 
must be started because a single black region has split into two black 
regions. State Q. indicates that a black region has continued into the 
present scan without splitting, and thus indicates that no shifting of 
index-register data is required. 
The generation of an edge-control state depends upon two variables 
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which have not been defined previously. The first of these is k, which 
denotes the number of transitions detected since the beginning of the 
present scan, including the transition at which the scanning spot is 
currently resting. The second is Y, the present vertical coordinate of 
the scanning spot. The domains of these variables are (0  k 6) 
and (1 Y 24). An edge-control state is generated as a result of 
certain tests performed on data stored in an edge tracer which is 
indirectly specified by k. These tests are defined in Table IV. In the 

Table /V—Rules for Generating Edge Control States 

Edge Control  Type of 
State to be  Transition 
Generated 

Index Register 
For Addressing 
Edge Tracer 

Conditions on 
Edge Tracer 

QN black-to-white 

white-to-black 
or end of scan 

black-to-white 

white-to-black 

black-to-white 

'1[41 

Edge tracer inactive or 
edge tracer active and 
Y--y (x-1) < 0 

Edge tracer 
Y—y ( x-1) 

active and 
> 

Edge tracer active and 
Y—y (x-1) 

Edge tracer 
Y—y (x-1) 

Edge tracer 
Y—y (x-1) 
not Q, 

active and 
o 

active and 
0 and 

rules for generating state QT, or for specifying operations to be per-
formed in this state, the end-of-scan position is counted as a transition 
in computing the value of k. 

Table V specifies the conditions under which certain shifts of index-
register data must be performed. An expression such as (4) —> /3 
denotes that the number previously stored in /1 is to be stored in /3. 
Scanning of a character must begin with an initial assignment of 
index values. The sequence of edge labels shown in Figure 3 is ob-
tained with the initial assignment (I.) = m. Table V also specifies 
the conditions under which edge tracers are started and retired. The 
starting, S, and retiring, R, of an edge tracer whose label was previ-
ously stored in index register I. are denoted by the expressions 
S —> [I.] and R —> [I.], respectively. 
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All possible sequences of edge-control states are shown in Figure 

5. In state QA (not previously defined), the scanning spot is advancing 
to the next transition and no computing operations are being per-

formed. Upon the detection of a transition, a shift from state QA to 
one of the five states defined by Table IV may occur.' The operations 

performed in states QN, QT, Q u, and Qs have been summarized in Table 

Table V—Conditions Requiring Shifting of Index Register Data 
And the Starting and Retiring of Edge Tracers 

Operation 
QN Qr QN Q8 

k 
3 5 2 

k 
4 6 1 

k 
3 5 2 

k 
4 

(/,) -› /a X 
(II) --> /a X 
(18) .- I, X X 
(I2) -+ I. X X 
(I.) -e /5 X X X X X 
(I.) -4 I. N X X X X X 
(h) --' I. X 

X X 
(I.) •-• I, N X X X X 
(I.) --> Il X 
(I.) --• h X X X X X X 
(I.) -+ I, X X 

S --> [1] X X X X X 
S -+ [I.] X X X X X 
R --> [I.] X 
R --> [12] X X 
R -+ [Id X X 
R -4 [I.] X X 
R •-> [I.] X X 

X 

V. The sequences QT-> QT and QM -> QA, are possible because it may 
be necessary to retire more than one pair of edge tracers upon the 

detection of a single transition. Figure 6 shows examples of patterns 

for which two pairs of edge tracers must be retired for a single posi-

tion of the scanning spot. 

For a black-to-white transition, a jump to one of the three states QN, 
QM or Qc will always occur. For a white-to-black transition, a jump to 
state QT or Q8 is possible but not necessary. If neither QT nor Qs is entered, 
the scanner advances to the next transition after the Y-coordinate for the 
present white-to-black transition has been recorded. 
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----. REGULAR SEQUENCE 
- - . SMOOTHING SEQUENCE 

Fig. 5—Sequence diagram for edge control states. 

When a black-to-white transition is detected, the value of Y cor-
responding to the present transition and the previous white-to-black 
transition are stored as the new values of v(x) in the appropriate 
pair of edge tracers. This storing operation is performed only in state 

Q. Since states QN and QM also occur with a black-to-white transition, 
both of these states are immediately followed by state Q.  When all 
operations required for a transition have been completed, state QA is 
entered and the scanning spot advances to the next transition. 

SCANNING SPOT  SCANNING SPOT 
POSITION  POSITION 

(a)  (b) 
Fig. 6—Examples of patterns requiring the retirement of two pairs of edge 
tracers for a single position of the scanning spot: (a) pattern causing the 

sequence Qr 4 Qr; (b) pattern causing the sequence QM -› Qm. 
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White Regions 

In principle, all of the information in a character is contained in 
its edges. For increased efficiency, however, the proposed machine 

stores and manipulates redundant information which describes directly 
the white regions formed by the inside boundaries of a character. In 
Figure 3, items of data would be stored for the white region bounded 
by edges 3 and 4 and for the much smaller region bounded by edges 
2 and 5. In general, the white region bounded by the top edge p and 
the bottom edge g is denoted by 147,,, and the corresponding data is 
stored as data belonging to edge tracer p. 

One item of data stored for white region W,,« is the maximum 
vertical separation between edges p and g. Typical uses of this quan-
tity are to measure the height of the region in the character "0" and 
to measure the height of the right-hand concave region in the "C". 

Another item stored for a white region indicates whether the region 
is open or closed on left. In the character "S", for example, the top 
white region is usually closed on the left and the bottom region is 
usually open on the left. The decision as to whether a particular white 
region is open or closed on the left is continuously re-examined as 
additional features of the character are detected during the scanning 
period. 

Smoothing Operations 

Smoothing operations which eliminate small imperfections in pat-
terns or cause them to be ignored generally simplify feature detection. 
Small, isolated specks tend to be ignored automatically by edge tracers 
because the associated edges are too short to have significant proper-
ties. For longer edges it is helpful to invoke special procedures for 
smoothing ragged edges and joining broken edge segments. 

One method of smoothing ragged edges is to make certain excep-
tions to the rules of Table V for retiring edge tracers in states QT 
and QM. In both examples shown in Figure 7, edge tracer 2 ordinarily 
would be retired. However, edge tracer 4 is retired instead because 
the indentation detected in the present and previous scans is shallow 
compared to the length of edge 2. Thus the continuity of operation in 
edge tracer 2 remains uninterrupted. 

A vertical gap between two black regions can be closed as shown 
in Figure 8. When state Qc exists and at least two white-to-black 
transitions have already been detected in the present scan, a test is 
made to determine whether the preceding vertical gap should be closed. 
One such test is to compare the length of the gap L with the maximum 
height H of the white region to the left; if the ratio L/H is small, the 
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PRESENT SCAN 

PREVIOUS SCAN 

(0) 

PRESENT SCAN 

PREVIOUS SCAN 

(b) 

Fig. 7—Edge smoothing by exceptions to rules for shifting index register 
data (a) in state QM and (b) in state QT. 

gap is closed. If the decision to close is made, the gap is eliminated 

by entering state QM, in which edges 1 and 2 will be retired. This 
smoothing operation is indicated in Figure 5 by the broken arrow 
directed from (20 to QM. Edges 1 and 2 are now available for assign-
ment to any new edges which may appear as the scanning proceeds. 
Black regions also may be extended to the right by modifying the 

operations performed in state Qr (see Figure 4). Instead of perform-

ing the operations specified by Table V, an immediate transfer is made 

to state Q0 in which new values of y(x) are stored for the pair of 
edges which ordinarily would have been retired in state Q .  In effect, 
the black region bounded by these edges is extended artificially into 

POSITION OF 
SCANNING SPOT 

GAP TO BE 
FILLED IN 

Fig. 8—Closing of a vertical gap by means of the sequence Qc --> Qu. 
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the present scan. This smoothing operation is indicated in Figure 5 
by the broken arrow directed from state QT to Qe. The data stored 
for each edge includes a count of the number of times it has been 
extended to the right. In the simulation program, an edge that is only 
one cell wide is never extended, and no edge is ever extended for more 
than three scans. 

Examples of Features Detected 

Of the 56 features detected in the simulation program, 5 indicate 
the presence of various kinds of vertical strokes, 32 describe the prop-
erties of edges, 13 describe the properties of white regions, and 6 lie 

X  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 9—Two features using slope data and the relative positions of edges: 
(a) negative slope on inside top edge and (b) positive slope on inside 

bottom edge. 

in a miscellaneous category. The typical feature is specified with a 

precision of about 2 bits. Vertical strokes, for example, are classified 
as short, medium, and long. 
The length of a vertical stroke can be computed in state Qe by 

subtracting the Y-coordinate of the previous white-to-black transition 
from the Y-coordinate of the present black-to-white transition. Verti-
cal strokes, in addition to being classified according to length, are 
classified according to their horizontal position. 
Examples of two features which specify the relative positions of 

edges as well as the properties of individual edges are shown in Figure 
9. One of these features indicates the presence of a negative slope 
in a top edge which is the second top edge from the top of a character. 
The other feature indicates the presence of a positive slope in a bottom 
edge which is the second bottom edge from the bottom of a character. 
These features are used to provide positive evidence in favor of the 
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characters shown in Figure 9 and in certain cases may inhibit the 
recognition of other characters, including the letter "A" (see Table 
I). A method for computing the slope of an edge has been presented 
in Table III. The position of an edge relative to other edges can be 
determined easily during the edge-tracing computations because the 
label of an edge which currently corresponds to the mu, transition is 
known to be stored in index register /„,. 

ILT (0,0,0,0,0) JUVY (6,0,0,1,0) HN (0,0,0,1,1) 
M W CGF 

(0,0,0,1,2) (0,0,0,2,1) (0,0,1,0,0) 

K E S Z 
(0,0,1,1,1) (0,0,2,0,0) (0,1,1,0,0) 

X w,,,,,,,,, DOP (1,0,0,0,0) A 
(1,0,0,0,1) 

Q R E3 (1,0.1,0,0) (1,0,1,0,1) (2,0,1,0,0) 

(NH ,NH ,NT ,N8) 

Fig. 10—Hole-and-cavity description of characters. 

The features extracted from white regions are "holes" and "cavi-
ties," which were applied in a reading machine proposed by Rochester.' 
A hole is a white region surrounded by black; a cavity is a concave 

region along the boundary of a character. Figure 10 shows how a 
typical set of ideal, sans-serif capital letters is partitioned on the basis 
of the 5-tuple (NH, NL, NR, NT, NB), in which the five symbols refer 

to the number of holes, left cavities, right cavities, top cavities and 
bottom cavities. Holes are always detected in state QM. In Figure 3, 
for example, a hole will be detected when edges 3 and 4 are retired 
in state Qm. Data from edge tracers 3 and 4 are used to determine the 
width of the hole and any significant properties of the inside boundary 
of the hole. Data associated with white region W43 are used to deter-
mine the height of the hole and to determine that W43 is closed to the 
left. Left cavities are detected in a similar manner, except that the 
white region must be open on the left. At the end of each scan, a 

4 N. Rochester, et al., IJ. S. Patent 2,889,535. 
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white region which is closed on the left is tentatively identified as a 
right cavity. The later detection of a right closure in state QM may 
cause a right-cavity feature to be changed to a hole. Top and bottom 
cavities are detected by edge-tracing algorithms. 

Estimation of the Recognition Speed 

An estimation of the recognition speed of the proposed system can 
be based on the assumption that almost all of the time required for 
recognizing a character will be spent in the computations required 
when the scanning spot strikes a transition or an end-of-scan position. 
The time consumed by the scanning spot in moving between transitions 

and in retracing from one scan to the next can be neglected. 

It would be possible to design a special-purpose machine in which 
a computing cycle is entered a maximum of seven times in one scan— 
six times upon the detection of transitions, and once at the end of the 
scan. If it is assumed that the average character is 15 scans wide, 
the average number of computing cycles required for one character 
would be less than 100. If all edge tracers were operating simulta-
neously, and if many operations within each edge tracer were per-
formed in parallel, an average of ten clock pulses probably would be 
sufficient for one computing cycle. Thus a one-megacycle clock rate 
would produce a reading rate faster than 1000 characters per second. 

COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM 

The effectiveness of this system of character recognition has been 
tested by simulating it on a large-scale general-purpose computer. The 
present version of the simulation program recognizes an alphabet of 
29 alpha-numeric characters. This alphabet consists of the set of 36 
upper-case letters and numerals from which the letters Q and V and 
the numerals 0, 1, 2, 5, and 8 have been omitted.  Experiments have 

been performed with a sans-serif font used in a line printer at RCA 
Laboratories. Attention has been limited to this simple case to con-
centrate on the problem of overcoming imperfections in printing. The 
simulation program contains about 1800 instructions and recognizes 

characters at the rate of one per second. 

Samples of characters have been obtained from a computer program 

The numerals 0, 1, 2, 5, and 8 have been removed because of their 
similarity to the letters 0, I, Z, S, and B, respectively. The letters Q and V 
have been removed because of their similarity to the 0 and Y, respectively. 
All of these characters can be distinguished, but there seems to be little 
point in attempting to do so until the specified fonts to be read have been 
determined. 
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which generates synthetic characters of low quality. It has been neces-
sary to use synthetic characters because the frequency of deteriorated 
characters in actual samples of printing tends to be very low. With 
samples of real characters, perhaps only one out of 1000 characters 

would be distorted severely enough to be interesting. Since the simu-
lation program requires about one second to recognize a single charac-
ter, too much computing time would be required to obtain significant 
results. With synthetic characters, the frequency of interesting cases 
can be increased to about ten percent. 

MMMMUMMUMMUMMMI UMU 
MUMMUMUMMUMM MIMMO 
MMMUM MUMMUMMUMMM 
« U M » B M W « 
» U MW M M a rna 
UMMMUMM M MMUMMUMM 
» U M UMW U M W 
M U » M U B M W 
M UM M UM M a » 
M M. UMUMM UUUUUU 
M a B MW » MO M 
U.U. » MUM M UM 
Man 
MUM M U M » MU » 
UM MMMUMMUMBOM 
MU IIIMMUMMUUMMM Man 
MUMMUMMIIMMMUMM MIMM 
mimMI M MI MMUMMUMMM 
IIIMMUMMMUM MIIM MUMM 
mumMMUMMUMMMUMMUMM 

(0) 

INPUT 

MI MIMM MUMMMUMMMMM 
MUMMOM MIMMIIIM MIMMB 
MIIMMUMMUMM MUM MIMM 
» MUM » » Mann 
M a rna  M an ». 
M U M  M UM » 
M M. »  BU M. 
» M UM  U  M MUM 
B M W 
M U M  U  BO 
M M. MU M MO M 
» MU MnI MMUMMMMM 
M UM  UMM UMMIIIMM 

MUM 
M U M U M » W WI 
MUM  MUMMMUMMUM BM 
MM  » Ma MMIIM MM 
MU M MMIEMMBUOMMUM 
I MIMMII MMMUMMUMMMU 
MMUMUMMUMM UIMMMI MM 

(b) 
OUTPUT 

Fig. 11—Typical result obtained from character distortion program: (a) 
ideal character supplied to input; (b) sample of distorted character pro-

duced by the program. 

The method of producing distorted characters is similar to that 
proposed by Greanias and Hill.5 An ideal, thin-line sample of the 
font under study is the input to the computer. The program distorts 
an input character to simulate variations in ink density and non-
parallel alignment between the type slug and the paper. Each input 
sample is subjected to eight types of distortion. In four of these, the 
density of printing is greater than normal, and in the other four the 
density is less than normal. Within both groups of four, parameters 
are adjusted to produce one sample each of characters which are rela-
tively weak on the left side, right side, top, and bottom. Figure 11 
shows an ideal, thin-line character supplied to the computer and a 
sample of a corresponding distorted character. The program for gen-
erating synthetic characters produces samples at a rate of about one 

per second. 

5 E. C. Greanias and Y. M. Hill, "Considerations in the Design of 
Character Recognition Devices," I.R.E. Convention Record, Part 4, Auto-
matic Control, p. 119, 1957. 
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Since the main purpose of the simulation studies has been to sug-
gest improved recognition methods, the logic of recognition has been 
revised many times as a result of experience. Changes usually have 
been made after testing a system on only a few hundred characters. 
Consequently, information on error rates which is quantitatively sig-
nificant is not available. A qualitative understanding of the perform-
ance of this recognition method can be obtained from Figures 12 and 
13 which show samples of synthetic characters supplied to the simu-..... . . ,... . ... .F" 
G!L4 L'i-d,:. 

"H"  "K "G" 

2 -II  

1 .1,1 r  14  
..? • 

"R" 
M el 

Fig. 12—Synthetic characters recognized correctly by the simulation 
program. 

lation program and the results obtained. When a character is supplied 
to the simulation program, three results are possible:  (a) correct 
identification of the character; (b) incorrect identification; (c) rejec-
tion of the character due to the inability of the program to make a 

decision. In a typical run with a debugged program, 75 per cent of 
the characters are recognized correctly. With actual samples of print-
ing, a much higher accuracy would be obtained. No tests have been 
made to determine the accuracy with which human beings would read 

- 
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the synthetic characters, but it is estimated that the average human 
reader would read more than 95 per cent of them correctly. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Logical rules for recognizing printed characters have been devised 
and their effectiveness has been tested by simulation on a computer. 
More than 50 features are employed to recognize a simple 29-character 

"C" READ AS "6"  REJECTED"C" 

"0" READ AS "C"  "R" READ AS"P" 

"6" READ AS "6" REJECTED "6" 

"H" READ AS"M" 

REJECTED "W" 

REJECTED "9" 

Fig. 13—Synthetic characters read incorrectly or rejected by simulation 
program. 

alphabet. Although the recognition accuracy is probably good enough 
for certain commercial applications, it is significantly poorer than the 
accuracy of human reading. Still more complexity will be required to 
handle a wide variety of fonts, to recognize contiguous characters, and 
to locate lines of print interspersed with graphical material. 
The reading rate of one character per second obtained with the 

simulation program is too slow for any practical application. A special-
purpose machine capable of a usefully high speed could be designed 
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without increasing the speed of the basic circuit elements by providing 

simultaneous execution of many computing operations. It may be pre-
mature, however, to decide on a machine in which operations are per-
formed more in parallel than in series. Experiments with the simula-
tion program have produced a strong feeling that it will be desirable 
to be able to modify the logic of a reading machine even after it has 
been placed into service. Such changes could be made most easily if 
the machine were equipped with a stored-program type of control unit, 
and a sequential machine with only one computing organ could be 
provided with a stored program without incurring too much expense. 
In a parallel machine, the use of a separate stored program for each 
computing organ may be too expensive, and the use of only one stored 
program for controlling all computing organs may be too inflexible. 
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PULSED RADAR MEASUREMENT OF 

BACKSCATTERING FRO M SPHERES*t 

BY 
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Summary—This paper presents data on the performance of a pulsed 
radar as an instrument for the measurement of target cross section. 
Measurements made at 5518, 5600 and 5800 megacycles on 120 dielectric 
and aluminum spheres in the resonance region .74  21Tr/X  4.6 show 
that a pulsed radar can obtain good agreement with Mie's theory in the 
critical size region. 

New plots of radar cross section are given which were obtained from 
digital-computer solutions of the Mie scattering coefficients for Teflon,e 
Lucite,t Bakelite,t and aluminum spheres. 

INTRODUCTION 

p
ULSED RADAR is presently being used as an instrument for 

  the measurement of target cross section. A determination of the 
accuracy of the radar in this application is therefore desirable. 

The approach described in this paper is to determine the ability of the 
radar to verify Mie's' theory for the case of backscattering from 
metal and dielectric spheres in the resonant region. This is the region 
where the size of the sphere is of the order of the incident wavelength. 
The resonant region was chosen for a number of reasons: radar is 
used to track objects in this critical size region, and perturbing small 
particle influences are usually present during tracking due to atmo-
spherics, rain, fog, and the like. Also, scattering from spheres in the 
resonant region is of general interest in the fields of astronomy, 
chemistry, meteorology, and physics and there is great interest in 
determining the mechanism which causes resonance. 

A great deal of theoretical and experimental work has been done 
in the field of electromagnetic scattering and it would be expected that 

• This work is based on a thesis submitted to the Temple University 
Graduate Council in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. 
degree. 

t Manuscript received 17 October 1961. 
t Trade mark. 
1 G. Mie, Ann. Physik, Vol. 25, p. 377, 1908. 
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exhaustive measurements would have been made on such a simple and 
basic shape as the sphere. On the contrary, however, there is a 
scarcity of experimental data on spheres in contrast to the great deal 
of data on other shapes such as cylinders and cones. In particular, 
there seems to be a lack of data on the measurement of spheres by the 
use of tracking radar. Furthermore, those measurements that have 
been made give cross-section values for relatively large increments of 
sphere size, and experimental verification of theory in the resonant 
region is incomplete. A summary of experimental work on sphere 
scattering discovered from a search of the literature is shown in 
Table I. The list shows the parameters used for each experiment, 
namely, the refractive index, wavelength, scattering angle, and size. 
This does not include the extensive light-scattering experiments per-
formed in the field of chemistry. Such experiments are made primarily 
to measure the properties of various chemical samples; the results are 
dependent on theory and are not performed to verify theory. Of the 
six experiments listed in Table I, three used scattering materials where 
large numbers of particles participated in the scattering. The assump-
tion is made that the particles are sufficiently separated from one 
another that independent scattering occurs. These experiments were 
performed on fog, film, and powders in the visible and infrared regions 
of the spectrum. At these wavelengths there is, of course, considerable 
difficulty in obtaining scattering data on an individual sphere. Of the 
other three experiments performed in the microwave region, one used 
the standing-wave method to measure water and metal spheres, the 

second a synchronous detector to measure dielectric coated spheres, 
and the third a doppler measurement of conducting spheres. All of 

these measurements employed techniques to minimize background 
noise and to obtain, in effect, free-space isolation of the spheres. It 
may be seen, therefore, that measurements made on spheres thus 

far are by no means exhaustive. Data is available for only limited 

values of refractive index, scattering angle, wavelength, and size. 

In the present investigation, a pulsed tracking radar was used to 
make radar cross-section measurements (0 = 180°, backscattering) of 
120 dielectric and metal spheres at 5518, 5600, and 5800 megacycles 
in the region .74  27rr/X --É 4.6, where r is the radius of the sphere 
and A. is the wavelength. The experiments were run on aluminum, 
Teflon, Lucite, and Bakelite spheres varying in radius by increments 
of 0.025 inch with the spheres machined to 0.001 inch. The measure-
ments therefore serve the purpose of adding data to the verification of 

theory as well as determining how good the radar is as an instrument 

for measuring cross section. 



Table I 

Experiment 
Refractive  Size or 
Index  Wavelength  Angle  size parameter  Remarks 

A. L. Aden 
J. Appl. Phys. 
V. 22, P. 601, 1951 

E. L. Cleveland and 
R. C. Raymond 
J. Opt. Soc. 
V. 42, p. 183, 1952 

Water & metal  16.23 cm  180°  0.74 to 5.90  Water and 18 metal 
backscattering  21rr/X  spheres.  Standing-

wave method (image 
technique) 

Copper, carbonyl  1.45 to 15 microns  0'  2-20 microns  Large random distri-
iron, and silver  bution on Pliofilm.* 
chloride  Number of spheres 

•-•-• 105. 

D. Sinclair  Stearic Acid Fog  .524 micron  3° to 175° 2.7r/X = 2-8 
J. Opt. Soc. n = 1.43 
V. 37, p. 475, 1947 

A. H. Pfund  Zinc Oxide and  Infra-red  0° .09 to 0.4 microns Verified Rayleigh's 
J. Opt. Soc. MgO pigment  .4 to 2.7 microns  law for small par-
V. 24, p. 143, 1934  tides. 

H. Schaqman  Several dielectric  Microwave  180°  0.4 X  Scattering in region 
J. Appl. Phys.  coated spheres  of first resonance. 
V. 25, p. 1352, 1954 

J. S. Hey et al.  Conducting  3.22 cm.  Backscattering  .17 X to 2.0 X  Only twelve data 
Proc. Phys. Soc. spheres  points are given. 
V. 69, p. 1038, 1956 

Trade mark. 
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THEORY 

A description of the scattering of a plane wave by a sphere was 
first presented by G. Mie in 1908.1 The solution of this boundary-value 
problem for backscattering is given by' 

E  (— 1)" (2n + 1)(a,,— b,,) 

where the scattering coefficients are given by 

and 

= 

bn= 

2 

jn(p) [Np jn (Np)]'  j„ (Np) fp in (p)Y 

h„(2) (p) [Np j. (Np)]'  — j. (Np) LP 14'2' (p)]' 

N2 in (Np) [p  (p)]' — j. (p) [Np j„ (Np)]' 

N2 j„ (Np) [p /4(2) (p)]' —14(2) (p) [Np j„ (Np)]' 

o  is the radar cross section, 

• is the radius of the sphere, 

•  is an integer, 

p = k2r =27rr/À (free space), 

N = !c1/k2 is the refractive index, with k1 and k2 the propaga-
tion constants within the sphere and the surrounding 
medium, respectively, 

X is the wavelength, 

j„ (p) and h.(2) (p) are the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions, and 
the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. 

A number of workers in this field have called attention to the diffi-
culty of reducing the solution to numerical results. This difficulty 
results from the lack of tables for the spherical functions of complex 

argument and the slow convergence of the series. In the present in-
vestigation, recursion relations were used to put the equations into a 
form that could be programmed on a digital computer. Solutions were 
computed to 5 places for values of 0.4  p  10 in increments of 0.01 
for metals, and for values 0.1  p 5 in increments of 0.01 for the 
following dielectric materials: Teflon, N = 1.45957 — 0.01897i; Lucite, 
N = 1.628 — 0.019534 Bakelite, N = 1.98511 — 0.02481i. A check 

2 D. E. Kerr (editor), Propagation of Short Radio Waves, Vol. 13, p. 
451, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1951. 
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program was also run for water, N = 8.18 — 1.96i at À = 3.0 centi-

meters. These solutions for metal and dielectric spheres were used for 
comparison with experimental data, and are shown graphically in Fig-

ures 3 through 13 (solid lines). 

The measurement of cross section using a pulsed radar is based on 
the classical radar equation8 

S  p Gs A.2 

N  (47r) 3 R4 k T B NF L 

where S/N is the received-signal-to-noise ratio, 

P is the peak transmitter power, 

G is the antenna gain, 

I is the wavelength, 

a is the radar cross section, 

R is the target range, 

k is the Boltzmann constant, 

T is the ambient temperature, 

B is the receiver bandwidth, 

L is the system loss factor, and 

NF is the noise figure 

A pulsed radar equipped with an automatic-gain-control (a-g-e) 

system can be calibrated so that the a-g-c voltage, Vage , is a function 

of the signal-to-noise ratio. The radar equation then becomes simply 

= CR4 f (V„,e) where the other parameters are lumped together as 

the constant C. C may be considered as a constant for the present 
work, since all the measurements were made relative to a metal refer-

ence sphere larger than any of the experimental spheres. Thus the 
measurement of radar cross section was simplified to a measurement 

of a-g-e voltage and range, with the radar automatically tracking the 

target. Avoidance, by this comparison method, of absolute measure-

ment of the parameters contained in C was of practical importance in 

simplifying the experimental procedure. The size of the metal refer-

3 L. N. Ridenour (editor), Radar System Engineering, Vol. 1, p. 21, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1947. 
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ence sphere is of minor importance if the reference-sphere cross section 

is taken to be on the theoretical curve. However, the larger the refer-
ence sphere, the closer it approaches the geometric cross section Irr2. 
The reference may therefore be considered to be beyond the resonance 

region, thus avoiding a possible bias in the reduced data. 

Fig. 1—AN/FPS-16 radar antenna pedestal. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The radar used for these experiments is the AN/FPS-16 instru-

mentation radar, shown in Figure 1. It is a high-precision monopulse 
tracking radar originally designed for missile tracking. Its basic 

characteristics are given in Table II. 

Since the radar cross section was computed from measured values 
of a-g-c voltage, it was necessary to obtain a calibration of a-g-e as 

a function of signal-to-noise ratio. Two methods were employed. First, 
the radar was locked on a signal from a horn located at the radar 

calibration tower and small increments of attenuation were introduced 

with a precision attenuator. An alternative and somewhat more con-
venient method is to feed the input signal directly to the waveguide 
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at the antenna. In the latter method, the signal generator and pre-
cision attenuator are located at the radar console. The radar was 
calibrated over a range of 80 decibels in signal-to-noise ratio, although 
only about 45 decibels was needed for the sphere measurements. Cali-
bration was checked twice daily, both before and after each experi-
ment, although this proved to be unnecessary as the calibration re-
mained sufficiently stable even for much longer periods. 

Isolation of the spheres from background noise was accomplished 
by suspending the spheres in air by means of a helium-filled balloon 
which was tethered to the ground by a nylon fish line. The arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 2. Each sphere was tied to the line a suitable 

Table //—Characteristics of AN/FPS-16 Instrumentation Radar 
(see Figure 1) 

Parameter  Values Parameter Values 

Frequency  5400 to 5900 mc 

Peak Power 
(variable)  3000, 1000, 250 kw 

Pulse Width  0.25, 0.5, 1.0 µsec 

Repetition Rate 285 to 1707 pps 

Antenna Size  12 feet 

Antenna Gain  44.5 db 

Polarization  vertical 

Beamwidth  20 mils 

Receiver Noise 
Figure  10 db 

Bandwidth 

Servo 
Bandwidth 

Tracking Rate 
(Max.) 

Tracking Rate 
(Max.) 

Accuracy: 
range 
angle 

Precision: 
range 
angle 

1.6 and 8.0 mc 

0.25 to 6.0 cps 

10,000 yds/sec 

700 mils/sec 

5.0 yards 
0.1 mil 

0.5 yard 
0.02 mil 

distance below the balloon so that there would be no significant return 
from the balloon. Furthermore, there were no significant returns from 
ground reflections or from the line. A six-inch-diameter metal sphere 
was used as a reference and left aloft continuously on a separate line. 
The reference sphere was located far enough away so that there would 
be no mutual interference with the measurements on the individual 
spheres. Measurements were made beyond the radar "near zone" at 
a range of about 1000 yards. At this short range, it was necessary to 
reduce the transmitter power through the use of a power programmer 
which is an integral part of the radar. In the operating region of 
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SPHERE 

these experiments, this caused a small variation in the reference 
measurement. In order to reduce this source of error, data was taken 
on the reference sphere immediately before and after each individual 
sphere, and the average of these readings was used when reducing 
data. All data results were normalized to the same range. 

The dielectric constant and loss tangent of the dielectric materials 

were measured using a method described by Roberts and von Hippel., 

BALLOON 

REFERENCE SPHERE 

BALLOON 

AN/ FPS-I6 RADAR 

RETRIEVAL 
MOTOR 

Fig. 2—Experimental arrangement. 

RESULTS 

Measurements were made in the size region 0.74  27rr/A.  4.6 on 

fifty-three aluminum, forty Teflon, twelve Lucite, and twelve Bakelite 
spheres. The radii of the spheres ranged from 0.25 inch to 1.5 inch 

in increments of 0.025 inch. The spheres were machined to a tolerance 
of .001 inch. The results for the aluminum spheres are shown in 
Figures 3, 4, and 5. Figures 3 and 4 are plots of cross section as a 

function of sphere radius at 5600 and 5800 megacycles, respectively. 
The data in Figure 3 are actually composites of five separate runs 

taken during the period December 1959 to October 1960. These data, 
together with two runs shown in Figure 4, comprise the composite 

4 S. Roberts and A. von Hippel, "A New Method for Measuring Dielec-
tric Constant and Loss in the Range of Centimeter Waves," Jour. Appl. 
Phys., Vol. 17, p. 610, July, 1946. 
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Fig. 3—Radar cross section, aluminum spheres. (Composite of five separate 
runs during the period Dec. '59 to Oct. '60.) 
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Fig. 5-Normalized radar cross section, aluminum spheres. 
(Composite of data in Figs. 3 and 4.) 

Table /// -Statistical Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Cross-
Section Results and Theoretical Normalized Cross-Section Results for 

Aluminum Spheres 

Run 

Mean-
Mean  Squared  R-M-S  Standard 

Error (db)  Error  Error  Variance  Deviation 

Dec. 23, 1959  0.120  0.705  .840  .691  .831 

Jan. 14, 1960  .113  .365  .595  .342  .585 

Jan. 14, 1960  .161  .610  .780  .584  .764 

Feb. 17, 1960  .077  .793  .891  .787  .887 

Feb. 18, 1960  .148  .261  .511  .220  .469 

June 21, 1960  .478  .121  1.10  .982  .991 

Oct. 17, 1960  .022  1.80  1.34  1.80  1.34 

(Normalized Results) 

Dec. 23, 1959  .130  .151  .388  .141  .376 

Jan. 14, 1960  .006  .123  .351  .124  .351 

Jan. 14, 1960  .096  .103  .321  .094  .306 

Feb. 17, 1960  .138  .283  .532  .264  .514 

Feb. 18, 1960  .009  .0196  .140  .0195  .140 

June 21, 1960  .071  .062  .250  .057  .239 

Oct. 17, 1960  .225  .244  .494  .193  .440 
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shown in Figure 5, which is a plot of normalized cross section g/rr2 
as a function of size parameter 27e/X. A statistical comparison of 
experimental and theoretical results for these seven runs is given in 
Table III, which shows the mean error, mean-squared error, r-m-s 
error, variance, and standard deviation. The mean and r-m-s errors 
were computed with respect to theoretical values (shown as a solid 
curve in the figures). The data on the Teflon, Lucite, and Bakelite 
spheres are given in Figures 6 through 13. The corresponding statis-
tical summaries for these dielectric spheres is shown in Tables IV, V, 
and VI. 
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Fig. 6—Radar cross section, Teflon spheres. 

A few remarks may be appropriate regarding the character of the 
data. The first impressions given by the normalized (linear) and un-
normalized (log-versus-linear) plots are quite different. As one ob-
serves the measured points in the normalized figures, it is clear that 
the deviation of the measured points from the theoretical curve tends 
to increase as the size of the sphere decreases. This is to be expected 
since, for a given absolute error, the percentage error goes up as the 
size of the sphere goes down. This will explain what might otherwise 
be interpreted to be poor agreement, for example, near the first 
resonance peak in Figure 5. 
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Table /V—Statistical Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Cross-
Section Results and Theoretical Normalized Cross-Section Results for 

Teflon Spheres 

Run 

Mean-
Mean  Squared  R-M-S  Standard 

Error (db)  Error  Error  Variance Deviation 

Oct. 6, 7, 1960  .127  2.539  1.594  2.575  1.605 

Oct. 17, 1960  .155  1.585  1.259  1.561  1.249 

(Normalized Results) 

Oct. 6, 7, 1960  .0237  .0103  .102  .00985  .0993 

Oct. 17, 1960  .012  .00284  .0533  .00269  .0519 

In view of the possible sources of error and the generally recog-
nized difficulty of employing pulse techniques for scattering-cross-
section measurements under field conditions, the agreement between 
experiment and theory can be considered good. It should be noted that 
the radar used in the present investigation was designed for precision 
missile tracking and had not been intended for use in cross-section 
measurements. It is now evident that such a pulse radar can be used 
with good results in this application, and with still better results on 
larger size targets. 
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Table V—Statistical Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Cross-
Section Results and Theoretical Normalized Cross-Section Results for 

Lucite Spheres 

Run 

Mean-
Mean  Squared  R-M-S  Standard 

Error (db)  Error  Error  Variance  Deviation 

July 26, 1960  .892  3.941  1.985  3.146  1.774 

(Normalized Results) 

July 26, 1960  .0209  .0179  .134  .0177  .133 
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Table V/ —Statistical Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Cross-
Section Results and Theoretical Normalized Cross-Section Results for 

Bakelite Spheres 

Run 

Mean-
Mean  Squared  R-M-S  Standard 

Error (db)  Error  Error  Variance  Deviation 

July 21, 26, 1960  2.23  16.987  4.123  11.999  3.464 

(Normalized Results) 

July 21, 26, 1960  .115  .0258  .161  .0125  .112 
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Fig. 12 —Radar cross section, Bakelite spheres. 
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A SPECTROPHOTO METRIC INVESTIGATION OF 

DYE-SENSITIZED PHOTOCONDUCTIVE 

ZINC-OXIDE—RESIN LAYERS USED IN 

THE ELECTROFAXt PROCESS* 

BY 

E. C. GIAIMO 

RCA Laboratories, 
Princeton N. J. 

Summary—Spectral characteristics are presented for several of the 
dyes currently being used as Electrofax sensitizers, namely, rose bengal, 
fluorescein, brilliant green, thioflavin, and acridine orange. Several dyed 
layers were studied; spectral characteristics were revealed which had n-
been previously observed. These include ultraviolet sensitization at low 
concentrations, a shift of the visible response maxima with increasing 
concentration, and modification of "effective dye concentration" with e. 
posure. Irreversible effects due to past light history are also describe( 
These effects strongly influence the spectral response and processing teci 
niques for Electro fax color reproduction. 

The paper also describes an apparatus and a method for obtaining I 
spectral characteristics of zinc-oxide—resin layers. The method provides 
means for rapidly determining the photoconductivity of dye-sensit; 
layers as a function of light wavelength. 

INTRODUCTION 

S
OME TIME AGO H. G. Greig demonstrated that sensitivity 
the zinc-oxide—resin layer used in Electrofax papers could b 
increased by increasing the spectral response of the material 

through dye sensitization.' The spectral response of the undyed layer 
is very sharply peaked around 3850 A. With the proper selection of 
organic dyes, however, the response can be made to extend through 
the visible spectrum. Furthermore, a large variety of spectral-respons 
characteristics can easily be achieved. Unlike the dyes used to sensi-
tize ordinary photographic materials, the dyes used in the zinc-oxide 
layer need not be of high purity. For example, certain biological stains 
which are effective sensitizers for the Electrofax layers are unsuited 
for silver-halide layers. 

t A trade mark of RCA. 
Manuscript received December 16, 1961. 
C. J. Young and H. G. Greig, "Electrofax—Direct Electrophotographic 

Printing on Paper," RCA Review, Vol. XV, No. 4, p. 475, Dec. 1954. 
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The ability to adjust and control the spectral response of the 
Electrofax layer through dye sensitization has greatly increased the 
uses of the process. For example, the spectral response can be made 

to match the spectral output of sources such as phosphors, which 
normally emit strongly at discrete wavelengths. Under such conditions, 
the dye-sensitized layers are far more sensitive than the undyed 
aterial.  By combining several dyes having different absorption 

xima, a panchromatic material can be produced. Such a material 
•sponds to all wavelengths in the visible spectrum. The panchromatic 

layer provides a means of producing colored Electrofax prints. Such 

a layer possesses color-printing properties not possessed by other 
known color-reproducing media. 

This paper describes a method for obtaining the photoconductive 

response of the dyed layers as a function of wavelength. The method 

consists of measuring the photoconductivity of a small portion of the 
layer which lies between two metallic electrodes which are pressed 

into the surface. Continuous response measurements between 3700 and 

' 00 A. may be rapidly obtained. Using the data obtained by this 
iethod, good correlation has been obtained between the predicted 
behavior and actual print tests with corona charging. However, certain 

iharacteristics have been discovered which have not heretofore been 
l?served in the print tests. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The essential components of the experimental apparatus, shown in 
Ires 1 and 2, are a specimen holder, a direct-current source, a 

)tor-driven monochromator, a cathode-ray-tube display, and a camera 

or photographing the trace. When the specimen is subjected to a 
. ) 
ight source of continuously varying wavelength, a plot of photo-

:current versus wavelength is displayed on the oscilloscope as a con-
tinuous curve. 

The specimen holder is composed of two knife-edge electrodes car-

ried on insulating Lucite' supports. The mechanical arrangement is 
such that the electrodes can be adjusted independently to obtain 
parallel alignment and equal contact of each to the surface of the 

sample under observation. The method for accomplishing alignment 
can be seen in Figure 1. Each electrode is inclined approximately 10° 

to the normal to form a Vee. Light can be directed to fill the un-
obstructed inter-electrode area. The electrodes press with a constant 
force against a rigid platen upon which the sample sheet is laid. A 
force of approximately 10 pounds was used for the tests described here. 

The electrodes are 1 centimeter long and spaced 1/4 millimeter apart 

* Trade mark. 
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Fig. 1—Specimen holder. 

at the surface of the layer. These values were maintained for all the 

measurements. 

Light of variable wavelength directed between the electrodes is 
obtained from a 250-millimeter-focal-length grating monochromator 
having a quartz lens system. The light input to the monochromator 
is obtained from a tungsten lamp heated to approximately 3000°K 

which provides a continuous spectrum over the region of interest. The 

entrance and exit slit widths of the instrument are 5 millimeters. 

The monochromator is driven by a synchronous motor through a 

3-speed mechanical transmission (shown in Figure 2). Scanning rates 

Fig. 2—Experimental setup. 
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of 300, 1000, and 3000 A per minute are available. A scanning speed 
of 1000 A per minute was used for all measurements. Tests indicated 

that some distortion in the spectral curves resulted at high scanning 

rates due to lags in the photocurrent. At the 300 and 1000 A per 

minute rates, the changes in the response curves were negligible. 

The sweep voltage proportional to wavelength is obtained from a 

bridge circuit. One leg of the bridge contains a manually operated 

multiturn potentiometer for zero setting; the other leg contains a 
multiturn potentiometer which is mechanically coupled to the motor 

drive system. The unbalance of the bridge provides a voltage pro-

portional to wavelength. This voltage is connected to the horizontal 
amplifier of an oscilloscope. The horizontal input gain of the oscillo-

scope and the magnitude of the voltage obtained from the sweep 

generator provide a means for adjusting the amplitude of a given 
spectral region on the display. 

Damage to the sweep-generator potentiometers and the mono-

chromator is prevented by limit switches. Automatic repeat scanning 
is also obtainable for examining the effects of past light history and 

distortion in the spectral curves due to scanning direction. 

The electrodes, which press against the specimen, are connected 
to a potential divider through a one-megohm series resistor. The 
potential divider provides a variable d-c voltage from a series of bat-
teries. The voltage developed across the series resistor is proportional 
to photocurrent, and is connected to the vertical d-c input of the 

oscilloscope. The current sensitivity of the system gives a lower limit 
on the photocurrent of the order of 5 x 10-8  ampere. The potential 
across the electrodes was 200 volts for all the data taken. A shielded 

battery enclosure and complete shielding of all leads is used through-
out to prevent stray noise from obliterating the signal at low levels. 
A schematic of the circuit used is shown in Figure 3. 

PROCEDURE 

Preliminary observations indicated that if the scanning is done 
from the ultraviolet toward the red, part of the dye response cannot 
be observed due to the slow decay of the photocurrent that results 
when the scan passes through the 3850 A peak. The scanning direction 
used for all samples, therefore, was from the red toward the ultra-
violet. 

For comparison with dye-sensitized layers, an undyed layer was 
measured. The results are shown in Figure 4. No correction has been 
made for the monochromator tungsten lamp emission at 3000°K. The 
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Fig. 3—Setup of experimental apparatus. 

curve in Figure 4 indicates that the absorption peak is steeper on its 

long-wavelength side. In order to determine whether scanning was 
responsible for the asymmetry of the curve, point-by-point data was 
obtained by exposure at various light wavelengths for fixed time in-
tervals. Between exposures, the photocurrent was allowed to decay 

13 

12 

3 

2 

o 
3000 

(NOT CORRECT ED FOR TUNGSTEN EMISSION ) 

CURVE TAKEN UNDER SAME CONDITIONS 
AS FLUORESCEIN SERIES 

4000 5000 

WAVELENGTH  IN 

6000 7000 

Fig. 4—Standard Electrofax zinc oxide-resin layer with no dye sensitization 
(not corrected for tungsten emission curve taken under same conditions as 

fluorescein series). 
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to the lower limit of sensitivity of the system before the next exposure 

was made. Essentially the same curve was obtained as with scanning. 

During the measurements on the undyed layer, it was found that 
several exposures caused the maximum photocurrent to decrease. A 

series of measurements was made by repeatedly scanning the sample 

between 3000 and 5000 A. The curve of Figure 5 shows the decrease 
in maximum photocurrent at 3850 A with time. The sensitivity could 

be restored by corona charging of the sample or storage in the dark 
for several hours. 

35 

SCANNED BETWEEN  3000 ;  TO  5000 ; 

30 

25 

o 

5 

2 MINUTES BETWEEN  MAXIMA 

2  3  4  5  6  7  8 

NUMBER OF SCAN 
15 

Fig. 5—Loss of photoconductivity of undyed layer with repeated exposure 
(scanned between 3000 and 5000 A). 

Because of the above effects, all samples tested were stored in the 
dark immediately after coating. Samples that had been exposed to 

light were not tested until they had been in the dark for at least 
two days. 

RESULTS 

As stated, the change in photoconductivity with exposure at the 
absorption maximum is only temporary for the undyed layer. On the 

other hand, the dye-sensitized layers showed a permanent change in 
photosensitivity with exposure. A change in sensitivity is normally 

accompanied by a loss in color. This has been observed with rose 
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bengal and fluorescein dye-sensitized layers. Samples sensitized with 

these materials are bleached almost white with extended exposure to 
daylight. The heating during the fusing step of the Electrofax print-

ing process also causes a loss of color with an accompanying drop in 
sensitivity especially at low dye concentrations. 

The loss in sensitivity is an integral effect; i.e., the total area under 

the photocurrent versus wavelength curve can be changed by exposure 
to light of selected wavelengths. For instance, it was observed that 
the ultraviolet maximum could be modified by exposing a rose bengal 
layer or a fluorescein layer at the visible maxima, 5500 A and 5100 A, 
respectively. In each case, the ultraviolet peak increased. This effect 

might be explained on the basis of a change in the "effective dye con-
centration" with exposure. In effect, the exposure may lower the dye 
concentration by a photodestructive process and the ultraviolet re-

sponse increases as it does when one lowers the dye concentration 
from a high to low level. It is possible then to adjust both the spectral 
response and sensitivity of certain dyed layers by exposure to the 
proper radiation. It must also be pointed out that care should be 
exercised during spectral measurements since the shape of the response 
curve can be changed dramatically by improper handling. 

The samples tested were stored in the dark immediately after coat-
ing. Care was taken to prevent unnecessary exposure prior to testing. 
In addition, a new area on the sheet was selected for each run. The 
curves shown are representative of the average in each case. 

H. G. Greig, in his experiments with dye sensitization, has shown 
that there is an optimum dye concentration at which maximum sensi-
tivity is obtained. In order to determine the effect of various dye 
concentrations more precisely, a dye-concentration series was run for 
the several dyes currently being used. 

Several striking effects are observed. First, at very low dye con-
centrations it appears that the ultraviolet response of the layer is in-

creased as compared to undyed material. The effect can be seen by 
comparing the .01 curve of the fluorescein series, Figure 6, with the 
curve in Figure 4. 

Second, as the dye concentration is increased beyond a critical 
value, the 3850 A peak begins to decrease while the peak around 5100 A 

continues to increase. The maximum value of the 3850 A peak occurs 
at a lower dye concentration (between 0 and .03) than the 5100 A 

peak (between .01 and .05). 

Third, as the dye concentration is increased further, as shown in 
Figure 7, both the 3850 A and 5100 A peaks decrease. At 0.3 gram 

of dye per 120 grams zinc oxide, the response has dropped in the ultra-
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Fig. 6—Response of dye sensitized Electrofax layers with dye concentra-
tions of 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05 grams of fluorescein per 120 grams of ZnO. 
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Fig. 7—Response of dye sensitized Electrofax lavers with (lye concentra-
tions of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 grams of fluorescein Per 120 grams of ZnO. 
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violet to about 1/100 of the value it had at .01. At 5000 A on the 
other hand it is about 1/20 of the value it had at .01. In the dye 

concentration range between .03 and .01, the area under the curve 
appears to remain fairly constant. The loss in sensitivity at 3850 
is accompanied by a gain around the 5000 A peak. 

Another interesting characteristic can be seen in Figures 6 and 7; 
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Fig. 8—Effect of increase in fluorescein dye concentration on peak response 
(a) in visible region and (b) in ultraviolet region. 
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as the dye concentration is increased from .01 to 0.15 gram per 120 
grams of ZnO, the spectral response in the visible shifts toward the 
red. In order to observe this effect in more detail, the resolution of 
the system was increased to obtain the results plotted in Figure 8a. 
The "red shift" in the upper curve is shown to be about 300 A as the 
dye concentration is increased from .01 to 0.15. There appears to be 
no accompanying shift in the ultraviolet peak (3850 A) over the same 
concentration range, Figure 8b. By comparing the data in Figures 6 
and 7, a 500 A "red shift" for the fluorescein-dyed samples is observed 
over the concentration range .01 to 0.3. Figure 9 shows a plot of the 
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Fig. 9—Shift of response maximum in visible region with increase in 
fluorescein dye concentration. 

red shift over the concentration range 0 to 0.6. Figure 10 shows the 
dye concentrations versus photoresponse at three different wavelengths. 
The curves clearly demonstrate that to obtain a maximum response 
for monochromatic light of a given wavelength, a specific dye con-

centration is required. 

A similar dye concentration series was taken of rose bengal dyed 
layers. As in the fluorescein-sample tests, both the 3850 A and visible 
peaks reach maximum values at different dye concentrations. The 
curves are shown in Figures 11 and 12. 
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T he dye concentrations w hich yield the m axi mu m area under the 

curves for both fluorescein and rose bengal correlate very w ell with 

the concentrations Greig has found w hich yield m axi mu m sensitivity 

to tungsten light during Electrofax print tests. 
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Several other dyes were also investigated. These showed the same 
general trends as fluorescein. The curves of thioflavin, acradine 
orange, and brilliant green are shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15, respec-
tively. These three dyes show the loss in ultraviolet sensitivity with 
increasing dye concentration. The series for each was not carried 
far enough to determine whether the visible response peaks go through 
a maximum value when various dye concentrations are used. The "red 
shift" appears to be present over the limited range studied for each. 
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Fig. 12—Response of rose bengal dye sensitized Electrofax layers for dye 
concentrations of 0.03, 0.04, and 0.1 grams per 120 grams ZnO. 

The combination of several dyes yields a layer which is sensitive 
over the spectrum. Such a layer might be called panchromatic. The 
photoconductive response curve of a layer containing fluorescein, rose 
bengal, and brilliant green is shown in Figure 16. This layer is suit-
able for making Electrofax color reproductions using various tech-
niques currently under investigation. 
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CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 

There is a strong temptation to compare the relative sensitizing 

action of the various dyes studied; however, it must be pointed out 
that the relative dye strengths are not known. One can make com-
parisons of the sensitizing actions, but they will only hold for the 
particular dye batches used. In order to determine the relative effects 
of the various dye, absolute quantities based on molecular weights 
and dye structure would have to be used. A detailed quantitative study 
of the relative sensitization of dyes by various classes and types is 
needed to obtain a better understanding of the sensitization mechan-
ism and for the selection of dyes having the maximum sensitizing 

action for a given spectral response. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the data and observations 

made, and certain general properties of the dye sensitized layers can 

be enumerated. 
1. The zinc-oxide absorption maximum can be enhanced or sup-

pressed by the proper choice of dye and dye concentration. For ex-
ample, as the concentration of fluorescein is raised, the 3850 A peak 
can be made to pass through a maximum. The depression of the 3850 A 
response with increasing dye concentration above a critical value is 

evident for all the dyes investigated. 
2. The maximum 3850 A response is at a lower dye concentration 

than the dye concentration needed to obtain a maximum at the dye's 

absorption peak. 
3. The over-all spectral sensitivity to a continuous spectral source 

can be maximized by the proper dye concentration. This maximum is 
fairly broad in some cases. The area under the spectral curve changes 
slowly even though the over-all shape has changed dramatically as 

shown, for example, in Figure 6. 
4. Irreversible changes occur in the spectral characteristics with 

exposure of the dyed layers. It is possible to change the spectral sensi-
tivity of the layer permanently with exposure and thereby modify the 
"effective dye concentration." The over-all sensitivity to a source pro-
ducing a continuous spectral output may either increase or decrease, 
depending on the initial dye concentration. Exposure at one wave-

length will affect the sensitivity in other regions of the spectrum. For 
example, exposure of the fluorescein or rose bengal of high dye con-
centration for a given time at the visible maximum will increase the 

sensitivity at 3850 A. 
6. As the dye concentration is increased, there is a shift in the 

visible maximum toward the red end of the spectrum, but no shift 

can be seen around 3850 A. 
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7. Past light history effects provide means for controlling the 
sensitivity and spectral response of the dyed layers. This is an im-
portant property which can be used to advantage for color reproduc-
tion. 

8. When taking sensitometric and spectrometric data, past light 
history must be taken into account. 

9. Certain dyes are more effective sensitizers than others. 
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BASE-LAYER DESIGN FOR 

HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS.' 

BY 

H. S. VELORIC,t C. FUSELIER,# AND D. RauscHERt 

Summary—This paper discusses some of the parameters which must be 
evaluated in the design of a high-frequency, double-diffused transistor. 
A Gaussian distribution, a complementary-error-function distribution, and 
a Gaussian impurity distribution modified by outdiffusion are considered for 
use in a base layer. Total impurity concentrations are calculated for sev-
eral important cases. The "reach-through" voltage is calculated for a con-
stant base width as a function of distribution and collector penetration. 

For the distributions considered, it is shown that in order to maintain 
constant doping under the emitter as the collector penetration is increased, 
it is necessary to increase the base width. The maximum possible current 
gain is also presented as a function of the diffusion length of the minority 
carriers in the emitter for several cases of collector penetration and surface 
concentration. 

Because the number of impurities and penetration can be predicted, 
boron deposition and redistribution is shown to be a suitable technique for 
the introduction of carefully controlled impurity layers in silicon. Except 
for the ratio of dielectric constants, the calculations involving reach-through 
voltage are applicable for all materials. 

COMPARISON OF IMPURITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

T
HE DESIGN OF TRANSISTORS, particularly in the case of 
silicon, has been strongly influenced by double-diffusion tech-
niques. Unfortunately, the forms of the diffusion equation 

solutions do not lend themselves to easily derivable answers to many 
questions arising in practical situations. It is necessary to fix certain 

parameters and vary others so that their effects on device performance 

can be evaluated. In this paper the evaluated parameters are:  (1 ) 
reach-through voltage, (2) doping under the emitter, and (3) maxi-

mum current gain. The diffusion parameters held constant are: (1) 

emitter surface concentration, (2) collector doping, and (3) base 
width. The design variables considered are:  (1) type of impurity 
distribution in the base, (2) maximum concentration in the base, and 
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(3) collector penetration. In addition, the base width is evaluated as 
a function of collector penetration for a constant base doping. 
The solution to the diffusion equation depends upon the boundary 

conditions imposed. This solution determines the distribution of added 
impurities.' One easily obtained boundary condition is a surface con-
centration which is independent of time. This condition may be ob-

tained by maintaining the maximum solid solubility of the diffusant 
at the surface. Surface concentrations less than the maximum solid 
solubility can be obtained in flow systems= or by use of appropriately 
doped source powders.= For the case of constant surface concentration, 
the concentration C(x) as a function of distance is given by 

C(x) = Co erfc   
2N/D7 

(1) 

where Co is the surface concentration, D is the diffusion constant, and 
t is the diffusion time. 
Another boundary condition which is attainable is a planar source 

having an initial sheet density No in the solid at the surface. This 
boundary condition is approximately realized by diffusing a thin layer 
and redistributing the impurities in a subsequent diffusion. The 
solution of the diffusion equation for this case is the following Gaus-
sian distribution: 

/Vo 
C(x) =  exp (  —e2 

NA-rEri  4Dt 
(2) 

The Gaussian distribution is frequently changed by outdiffusion 
of the diffusant during the redistribution step. The solution of the 
diffusion equation for this important case, which has been previously 
considered in the literature,4 is given by 

Kio 
C(x) =  exp (—y2) [1 — Nbr z exp (y + 2) 2 erfc (y  z) ]. 

V 77D-T 

1 F. M. Smith, "Formation of Junction Structures by Solid-State Dif-
fusion," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 46, p. 1049, June, 1958. 

2 C. J. Frosch, "Silicon Diffusion Technology," Transistor Technology, 
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., N. Y., N. Y., Vol. 3, p. 90, 1958. 

s H. S. Veloric and W. Greig, "Evaluation and Control of Diffused 
Impurity Layers in Germanium," RCA Rev., Vol. 21, p. 437, Sept., 1960. 

4F. M. Smith and R. C. Miller, "Rate Limitation at the Surface for 
Impurity Diffusion in Semiconductors," Phys. Rep., Vol. 104, p. 1242, Dec. 
1, 1956. 
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This solution has the same form as the Gaussian, except for a multi-
plying term in the bracket where z = KVDt/D, y = x/(2VDt), and 
K is a constant which specifies the rate limiting properties of the 
surface. As z approaches 0, the expression within the brackets ap-
proaches unity. The Gaussian distribution itself is not considered 
further, since redistribution without out-diffusion has not been ob-

served in silicon. 

A comparison of these impurity distributions is useful for tran-
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Fig. 1—Comparison between erfe, Gaussian, and out-diffused Gaussian 
distributions. 

sistor base-layer design. Figure 1 shows concentration as a function 
of distance for the three impurity distributions. For this comparison, 
the maximum concentration is 5 x 1018 atoms per cubic centimeter; at 
a common point 0.11 mil from the surface, the concentration is 2 X 10" 
atoms per cubic centimeter. A value of z = 2.5 is used as a typical 
value for the out-diffused Gaussian distribution. 

The two particular cases of importance considered in this paper 
are: (1) the complementary-error function which is the case for the 
emitter or base when the surface concentration is independent of time, 
(2) the modified Gaussian distribution which is realized for the case 
of deposition and subsequent redistribution of impurities. 
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TYPICAL TRANSISTOR IMPURITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

The use of the diffused-emitter, diffused-base approach to transistor 
design introduces several design parameters which are not available 

in single-diffused or alloy structures. Tanenbaum' has considered the 
general case for a double-diffused transistor with a complementary-
error-function emitter and base distribution. He utilized a computer 

to solve the transcendental equations which define the net impurity 
distributions. 

In the present paper, most of the parameters are evaluated by 

graphical solution of the net impurity profile for specific values of the 
diffusion variables. Some of the more important variables are the 
surface concentration of the diffusants, the collector penetration, the 
base width, the doping in the collector region, and the distribution of 
added impurities. 

General design considerations determine the values for some of the 
process parameters. The surface concentration° of a phosphorus emit-
ter is of the order of 2 x 1020 atoms per cubic centimeter. A back-

ground level of 2 x 1016 atoms per cubic centimeter is selected. A base 

width of 3 X 10 -2  mil is used as an approximation to the optimum 
base width. The three diffusion variables which can then be varied 
are the surface concentration of the base, the type of impurity dis-
tribution in the base, and the base—collector crossover point. 

Figure 2 shows the added impurities as a function of distance for 

a complementary-error-function distribution in the emitter and base 
layers. The surface concentration of the base is selected as 5 x 1018 
atoms per cubic centimeter and the collector junction is chosen at 0.07 

mil. The triangular area defined by the emitter, base, and collector 
distributions roughly corresponds to the net concentration between 
the emitter and collector. The curves of Figure 2 are the first step 
in the graphical evaluation of the net impurity distribution. 

Figure 3 shows the added impurities as a function of distance 

for a complementary-error-function emitter distribution and an out-
diffused Gaussian base distribution. The maximum concentration in 
the base distribution is selected as 5 x 10'8 atoms per cubic centimeter. 
The parameter z, as defined by Smits and Miller,' is chosen to be 2.5. 

The principal difference between this case and that of Figure 2 is 
that the maximum concentration does not occur at the surface. 

5 M. Tanenbaum and D. Thomas, "Diffused Emitter and Base Tran-
sistors," Bell Syst. Tech. Jour., Vol. 35, p. 1, Jan., 1956. 

6 G. Backenstoss, "Evaluation of Surface Concentration in Silicon," 
Bell Syst. Tech. Jour., Vol. 37, p. 699, May, 1958. 
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It is possible to estimate the net impurity concentration at any 
point from the curves of Figures 2 and 3. Figure 4 shows the net 
impurity distribution for a complementary-error-function emitter and 
base distribution, as calculated from Figure 2. The emitter and col-
lector junctions do not correspond exactly to the emitter and collector 
crossover points. The base width will be smaller than the difference 
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Fig. 4—The net impurity concentration as a function of distance for an erfc 
emitter and erfc base distribution. 

between the two crossover points; this effect is more pronounced as 
the impurity gradient decreases. For the selected diffusion parameters, 
the maximum doping in the base is greater than that in the collector. 

The net impurity concentration IND — NA I for an erfc base, erfc 
emitter structure is given by 

X  X 

ND— NA= Ci erfc   C2 erfc   
2-\,/UTI 2VD,t2 

± C3, (4) 
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where C1 and C2 are the surface concentrations of the emitter and 
base diffusants, respectively, and C3 is the impurity level in the bulk 

material. The specific equation for Figure 4 can then be written as 

follows: 

X 
IND — NA I = 2 x 1020 erfc 

1.87 x 10 -2  

X 
— 5 x 1018 erfc  ± 2 x 1010.  (5) 

3.44 x 10-2  

This equation has two roots where ND— NA = 0, namely the emitter 
and collector junctions. A similar analytical expression for the out-

diffused case would be considerably more complex. 

THE DOPING UNDER THE EMITTER 

Equation (5) can be solved graphically for the net doping under 
the emitter; this calculation was performed for several typical cases. 

Figure 5 shows the net doping under the emitter as a function of the 
base—collector crossover point. The difference between the crossover 
points is held constant at 0.03 mil. The plotted parameters are the 
outdiffused and erfc distributions with a maximum concentration of 
5 x 1018 atoms per cubic centimeter. The calculation indicates that 
for a given collector penetration and a given base width, the doping 
under the emitter decreases with increasing collector penetration. It 
also shows that the doping under the emitter is insensitive to the 

impurity distribution. 

Similar calculations were performed in which the surface concen-
tration of the base layer was increased from 5 x 10'8 to 1010 atoms 

per cubic centimeter. Although the surface concentration was in-
creased by a factor of two, the doping under the emitter changed less 

than 10 per cent. For a given base width, the doping under the 
emitter is sensitive to the collector penetration and relatively insensi-
tive to the surface concentration of the base or the type of distribution. 

ELECTRICAL REACH-THROUGH 

One important parameter which can be calculated from curves such 
as those shown in Figures 4 and 5 and solutions of Poisson's equation' 
is an estimate of the voltage which can be applied before the collector 

depletion layer sweeps across the base to the emitter. 

7 H. Laurence and R. Warner, "Diffused Junction Depletion Layer 
Calculations," Bell Sys& Tech. Jour., Vol. 39, p. 389, March, 1960. 
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Three steps are required in this calculation. First, the number of 
uncompensated impurities under the emitter must be evaluated, as 
follows: 

z.  z, 

f  f B =  (  — ND) dx =  Cn erfc 

ei  gi 
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Fig. 5—The net doping under the emitter as a function of the base collector 
crossover point with the impurity distribution as the plotted parameter. 

where x1 and x2 are the emitter and collector penetrations, respectively. 
B is the net doping under the emitter. 

Second, to maintain space-charge neutrality, the space-charge layer 
will sweep out an equal number of impurities in the collector region. 
The spread of the space-charge layer into the collector region, x,„ 
can be evaluated as follows: 
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B = f  (NA — ND) dx = f ( C2 erfc   C3 dx; x > x2. (7) 

2 1  2 

Finally, when xs, is evaluated, it is possible to estimate from solu-

tions of Poisson's equation' the value of the applied voltage which will 
cause the space-charge layer to sweep across the base to the emitter. 
The results of these calculations for several important cases are 

shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the reach-through voltage 
for silicon as a function of collector penetration for a constant cross-
over point difference of 0.03 mil. The parameters plotted are the 
impurity distribution and two values of surface concentration. Be-
cause the reach-through voltage depends upon the doping under the 
emitter, it is insensitive to the surface concentration and type of 
impurity distribution. It is, however, very sensitive to collector pene-
tration. To maintain the reach-through voltage in excess of 25 volts, 
the doping under the emitter must be greater than 2 x 1012 atoms per 
square centimeter. 

Figure 6 indicates that the base width must be increased for deeper 
collector penetration to prevent electrical reach-through. For a con-
stant doping under the emitter, the increase of base width with increas-
ing collector penetration can be calculated from the following set of 
simultaneous, transcendental equations: 

xi  xi 
erfc   C2 erfc  + C3 = 0,  (8) 

20 57ri  2-\// 

X.)  x2 
erfc   C2 erfc   C3 = 0,  (9) 

2VD 7  2VD2t2 

B — f (Ci erfc 
2\/Diti 

C., erfc  + C3 ) dX  O.  (10) 
2VD2t2 

Figure 7 shows the base width required to maintain the doping 
at 3 x 1012 atoms per square centimeter under the emitter as a func-
tion of collector penetration. The erfc case only was solved in order 
to derive the form of the base-width dependence upon collector depth; 
the results of the out-diffused case will not differ greatly. The surface 
concentration of the base layer is the parameter plotted. These curves 
were obtained from computer solutions of Equations (8), (9), and 
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(10). The calculation indicates that the base width must be increased 
linearly with increasing collector penetration to prevent electrical 
reach-through. The base width must also be increased if the surface 
concentration is decreased. 

EMITTER EFFICIENCY OF DOUBLE-DIFFUSED TRANSISTORS 

One computation which can be obtained from the simultaneous 
solution of Equations (8), (9), and (10) is an estimate of the emitter 
efficiency for a double-diffused transistor structure. The emitter effi-
ciency' is determined by the ratio of the doping in the emitter within 
a diffusion length of the emitter junction to the net doping' in the 
base. This ratio can be approximated as follows: 

xi 

f(ND—NA) dx 
= tx, 

f(NA— ND) dx 
This ratio is equal to the transistor fl (current gain) if there are no 
losses due to bulk or surface recombination; it can be considered to 
be the maximum obtainable f3 (when limited only by injection effi-
ciency). For double-diffused transistors, Equation (11) can be re-
written as follows: 

1 De. 
13 =  f  [Ci erfc 

B 
Ii 

2N/Diti 

X 

C2 erfc  -F C3  dx,  (12) 
2N/F2T2, 

where B is the net doping in the base and  is the diffusion length of 
minority carriers in the emitter. D,/D, the diffusion constant ratio 
of the minority carriers, is approximately 1/12 for the silicon tran-
sistors considered here. 

Figure 8 is a plot of the maximum common emitter current gain 
obtainable as a function of the diffusion length in the emitter for 
several values of the diffusion variables for the erfc impurity dis-
tribution. The deeper collector penetrations place a more severe re-

8 W. Shockley, M. Sparks, and G. K. Teal, "P-N Junction Transistors," 
Phys. Rev., Vol. 83, p. 151, July 1, 1951. 
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quirement on the diffusion length in the emitter. This effect is particu-
larly important at high frequencies, where fl may be limited by the 
transit time of minority carriers within a diffusion length of the 
emitter' rather than the lifetime. 

103 
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Fig. 8—The maximum beta of a double-diffused transistor as a function of 
the diffusion length in the emitter with several diffusion variables as the 

plotted parameters. 

BASE-WIDTH CONTROL IN DOUBLE-DIFFUSED TRANSISTORS 

One technique of boron diffusion is the deposition of atoms on the 
surface of silicon at one temperature and redistribution of the atoms 
at a higher temperature. One suitable deposition technique confines 
the impurities in a platinum box." This approach establishes the vapor 

9 H. L. Armstrong, "Current Gain of Junction Transistors," Trans. 
I.R.E. PGED, Vol. 6, p. 1, Jan., 1959. 

lo L. A. D'Asaro, "Diffusion and Oxide Masking in Silicon by the Box 
Method," Solid-State Electronics, Vol. 1, p. 3, March, 1960. 
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Fig. 9—The sheet resistance of the deposited boron layer as a function of 
diffusion time. 

pressure of B203 above the surface of the silicon wafers, which are 
enclosed in a box or capsule. The limiting value of surface concentra-
tion is the solid solubility of boron in silicon at the deposition tem-
perature. 
Figure 9 shows the sheet resistance, 1?8, in ohms per square as a 

Table I 

Temp.  Time  D  K  R1  R2 
(°C)  (hrs.)  Z  (cm2/sec.)  (ohms per square) 

1125  2.5  3.2  6 X 10-13  3 X 10-8  50  300 

1150  7.0  2.5  1 X 10-12  2 X 10-8  50  240 

1200  0.5  2.5  3 X 10-12  7 X 10-8  100  280 
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function of time for three values of deposition temperature. If the 
B4O3 is considered an infinite source of boron and the surface concen-
tration is assumed to be the solid solubility of boron in silicon at the 
deposition temperature, then the reciprocal square root of the slope 
of each line is proportional to the diffusion constant of boron in silicon. 
The diffusion constant was calculated for each case and presented for an 
assumed surface concentration of 3 x 1020 ; results were found to be 

in agreement with Fuller's values." 
The conditions during the deposition operation determine the total 

number of impurities in the layer. During the redistribution step, 
the impurity profile is controlled. Two parameters which can be evalu-
ated are the total number of impurities and the junction depth. From 
these two parameters4 the impurity profile can be approximated. Table 
I shows values for Z and K evaluated from typical diffusion data (R1 
and R2 are the sheet resistances after deposition and out-diffusion, 

respectively). 
These data refer to a process in which oxide growth and redistri-

bution occur simultaneously; the resulting distribution may be con-
siderably different from the usual out-diffusion profile in the region 
near the surface where small differences are relatively unimportant. 
In the important region near the collector junction, the profile is rather 
insensitive to the way in which impurity atoms are removed from the 
crystal. Consequently, the results of Smits and Miller' can be used. 
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